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BIG DATA ANALYTICS AND OTHER
INNOVATIONS TRANSFORMING
THE INDUSTRY

A tradeshow is one of our favorite excuses

I

held November 4–7, 2018 at the Walter E.
Washington Convention Center, provides a

n this, our final issue of Pharma’s

For manufacturers, collecting, organizing,

great opportunity to explore Washington

Almanac for 2018, we reflect back

analyzing and acting on vast sets of avail-

over the past year and look forward

able data has the potential to increase

D.C. Even if you don’t plan on extending

to 2019, exploring some of the inno-

efficiencies and lower costs via physical–

vations that have recently transformed the

digital–physical cycles of data capture,

convention center to make for a jam-packed

industry and those that are likely to shape

analysis and action leveraging emerging

excursion — as long as you know what’s

the future of the pharmaceutical and bio-

technologies like machine learning and

pharmaceutical industries.

automation. Big data also underlies a num-

worth checking out. After more than 20

your trip, there’s enough to do around the

ber of major initiatives affecting the entire

years in business and countless tradeshows

from our contributors exploring techno-

industry, like the mandate to require track-

beneath our belt, we decided to share our

logical innovations, including amorphous

ing and tracing of all drug product distribu-

solid dispersions and oligonucleotide drug

tion in the United States.

best-of guide for what to do in D.C. Here’s

The value of big data analytics to the
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to business models and the supply chain

pharmaceutical industry, of course, goes

dim and the city comes to life — all within

and how to minimize the risks associated

well beyond manufacturing and distribu-

with some potentially volatile contempo-

tion. Eroom’s law (itself an inversion of

walking distance of the Convention Center.
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rary political developments, notably the

Moore’s law, the doubling of the number of

possibility of a no-deal Brexit. We also ex-

transistors in an integrated circuit every
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amine topics on the vanguard of new tech-

two years) refers to the observation that

nology, including leveraging artificial intel-

drug discovery becomes slower and more

ligence for drug repurposing and the first

expensive over time, despite technological

approval of a new class of informational

improvements, such that the cost of a new

drug, siRNA.

drug doubles every nine years.

The print version of Pharma’s Almanac is delivered
to a targeted group of 20,000 leaders from all
sectors of the industry who are implementing new
strategies and technologies creating collaboration
models with drug developers to deliver on the global
mission to provide the reliable supply of safe effective
pharmaceuticals and therapeutic agents worldwide.
The custom print distribution includes individuals
across big pharma, the biotechs, mid-sized and
specialty pharma, virtual pharma–biotechs, as well
as regulatory, governmental agencies, academia,
and consumer patient touchpoints.

Of course, no discussion of innovations

Well-designed approaches to big data

in the pharmaceutical and supporting man-

analysis hold the keys to overcoming

ufacturing industries — or any manufactur-

Eroom’s law, in applications as diverse as

ing industry, for that matter — would be

diagnostics, nosology, computational drug

complete without devoting considerable

design, improvements in meta-analytics,

attention to the transformative potential

drug repurposing and genetic characteriza-

of big data, the subject of our Nice Insight

tion for targeted, personalized therapies.

overview and this issue’s feature article.
Since the dawn of the digital age, there
has been exponential growth in the data
generated by humans and their activities.
Today, we generate enormous amounts of
data even as we walk, carrying GPS-capable
smartphones, when we surf the Internet,
and through every communication or com-
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CONVIVIAL

1124 9th St NW,
Washington, DC 20001

801 O St NW,
Washington, DC 20001

This industrial-themed eatery is
where you want to kick back after
a long day on the show floor. With
a diverse menu (think Filipino
spring rolls, celery root soup and
roast chicken), there’s something
for everyone in your group.

French cuisine is revamped at this
hip fusion must-visit. We recommend starting with the panisse
before graduating to the seafood
bouillabaisse — just be sure to
save room for dessert.

PENNSYLVANIA 6
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KINSHIP

1350 I St NW,
Washington, DC 20005

1015 7th St NW,
Washington, DC 20001

The after-hours tradeshow experience wouldn’t be complete without a meal at a top steakhouse.
Look no further than Pennsylvania
6 — the 1940s-themed restaurant is the quintessential locale
for exactly that.

Food is treated conceptually at
Kinship. The foodie in your group
will feel right at home at the selfproclaimed indulgent eatery, with
a diverse menu that homes in on
a particular technique, ingredient
or history.
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901 Massachusetts Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20001

See you at AAPS Pharm Sci 360!

3

Just because you’re on the road
doesn’t mean you should miss the
game. Unwind with craft beer on a
rustic patio at this down-to-earth pub.
4

FARMERS & DISTILLERS

CITY TAP HOUSE PENN
QUARTER
901 9th St NW,
Washington, DC 20001

If you want the full effect of a D.C.
bar, head to The Dignitary. With an
impressive bourbon list and drinks
named after U.S. presidents, it’s
at the top of our list

ESPITA MEZCALERIA

600 Massachusetts Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20001

1250 9th St NW,
Washington, DC 20001

Cocktails are crafted in-house at
this restaurant meets distillery,
which relies on age-old techniques
for their spirits. Farmers &
Distillers redefines the concept of
grabbing a local drink.

Is it a tequila kind of night? This
Mexican eatery and bar serves up
memorable mezcal-focused cocktails. The ginger turmeric highball
is all you need to make it through
the next 72 hours.
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1515 Rhode Island Avenue, NW,

WASHINGTON, DC

DC 20018

901 Massachusetts Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20001

Make your stay experiential at

4
WALTER E. WASHINGTON
CONVENTION CENTER

1 MARRIOTT MARQUIS

the Darcy. With a host of add-on

Convenience is truly a luxury

programs, including a Caviar Butler

— located steps from the

service, a daily cocktail tasting and

convention center, it’s a definite

the ability to borrow accessories

comfort to be able to run to your

Pharma’s Almanac Online

mercial transaction in which we engage —

straight from your hotel room or

room and back if needed. Take

Nice Insight’s Content Community

it is becoming nearly impossible to do any-

even visit the on-site tailor (in case

advantage of the 24-hour fitness

thing without leaving a digital footprint.

you need a custom suit or shirt),

center, continental breakfast and

this hotel offers the whole package

business center after checking in

and then some.

to the Marriott Marquis.

www.PharmasAlmanac.com
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what to do when the fluorescent lights

facility engineering, as well as innovations

BABY WALE

Where to Drink

This issue contains compelling articles
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Nice Insight is the market research division of
That’s Nice LLC, A Science Agency, leading marketing
in the life sciences.
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NICE INSIGHT OVERVIEW: THE CLOUD

Additional data on patients and patient
populations comes from a number of
sources, such as vendors, collaborative research partners, insurers and patients that

THE EVOLUTION OF
PHARMA DEPENDS
ON DATA INTEGRATION
AND APPLICATION

he pharmaceutical industry must respond to increasing
pressure to rapidly develop cost-effective, fairly priced
medicines. New business models must be adopted to
leverage the massive amounts of data generated across
the pharma/healthcare continuum. Pharma companies
must also pursue new collaborations to enable optimal digital
workflows that provide maximum efficiency and productivity.

By Nigel Walker, Nice Insight

holding on to traditional practices can in-

Drug development, however, continues

lized, these data can be used to identify

hibit much-needed progress. This is cer-

to be a lengthy, complex and expensive

disease mechanisms and drug targets and

tainly true in the pharmaceutical indus-

process. In addition, the durations of pat-

build predictive models, accelerating drug

try, which faces tremendous pressure on

ents and market exclusivity are shrinking,

discovery and identifying preventive ap-

many fronts. Only those companies willing

at a point when branded drugs face grow-

proaches.3 It can enable the targeting of

to replace historical traditions with new

ing competition from generics and bio-

potential study participants4 and facilitate

ways of operating — on the manufacturing

similars. Clearly, the traditional business

improved clinical trial designs,3 reducing

floor and in the digital world — will evolve

model is no longer sufficient.

their length and cost and providing more

freely share their information. EHRs generated during routine doctor visits contain
demographic and other personal information, insurance-related medical and pharmacy claim data and data generated dur-

many different sources, including primary
physicians, emergency rooms, inpatient
hospitals, insurance companies and even
social media platforms.2 In addition, it can
change over time as technologies and policies evolve.

Many Applications
The potential applications for this vast

Tradition can add real meaning to our

public perception of the pharmaceutical

quantity and variety of data are nearly

personal lives, but, for many businesses,

industry has reached a low point.

endless. When properly accessed and uti-

reliable results. It can be used to find new

So Much Data from So Many Sources

applications for existing compounds, both

Those stakeholders — governments, in-

There is hope. Drug manufacturers today

those that are approved and those that

surers, physicians and patients — no lon-

have access to vast quantities of data gen-

failed to make it out of the clinic (drug re-

ger accept whatever products drug makers

erated throughout the healthcare ecosys-

purposing).4

choose to offer at whatever price they set.

tem, from the results obtained from funda-

Armed with readily accessible data and

mental research projects to data generated

support from advocacy groups and others

in preclinical to late-stage clinical trials

through social media networks, patients

and post-marketing studies, not to men-

are deciding which drugs are most valu-

tion the patient information documented

able. They also expect to be included in the

in electronic health records (EHRs).

drug development process. Their desires

Q4 2018

internationally because it is generated by

physicians, patients and insurers. Overall,

future stakeholders.

GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN TRENDS

The scope and format of this data vary

Pricing and Performance Pressures

to meet the needs and expectations of all

6 PHARMA’S ALMANAC

ing treatment or from monitoring devices.

Basic research generates genetic, pro-

are in line with those of regulators, who are

teomic,

beginning to include patient concerns and

spectroscopic, phenotyping and other data.

opinions in the drug approval process. New

Drug development efforts provide data

drugs are expected to exceed the efficacy

on pharmacokinetics, stability, toxicity,

of existing products and provide measur-

efficacy and more. Post-marketing (post-

able, real-world value: addressing unmet

approval) studies, which the FDA has rou-

medical needs, enhancing quality of life,

tinely required since it was given the au-

extending lifetimes and improving patient

thority by the 2007 FDA Administrative

adherence.

Amendment Act (FDAAA), provide evide-

metabolomic,

transcriptomic,

With this move to value- and outcome-

nce of product safety and effectiveness in

based pricing, stakeholders are balking

real-world settings (hospitalization rates,

at rising prices. Insurers are demanding

drug utilization patterns, health outcomes

discounts and price protection in their

and overall treatment costs) for a range

formulary contracts. New drugs that carry

of patients, including patient populations

hefty price tags are being protested by

that did not participate in clinical trials.1

To realize the opportunities
presented by the avalanche
of data available today,
pharmaceutical companies
must move away from this
traditional siloed approach
to a new business model that
enables data sharing within
the enterprise and with other
stakeholders and encourages
consideration of real-world
performance from discovery
through commercialization.

PHARMASALMANAC.COM 7

The data in EHRs, for instance, can

Why Data Integration Is Important

With effective data enrichment, integra-

Where are the biggest opportunities to leverage RWE?

SOURCE Deloitte 2017
RWE Benchmark Survey

Collaboration is Essential

be used for much more than enhancing

Data will not become information on its

tion and management capabilities, phar-

patient care.5 They can provide data for

own. The vast quantities of data in dispa-

maceutical companies can generate value

post-marketing, registry-based random-

rate formats available to pharmaceutical

from historical and real-time information,

ized studies and comparative effective-

companies must be combined, analyzed

including insights into disease mecha-

ness studies. Drug utilization, epidemiol-

and interpreted rapidly in a way that gen-

nisms, ways to optimize clinical trials and

ogy and safety information can also be

erates actionable information.7 Data must

achieve manufacturing efficiencies, new

obtained from EHRs. Data can be applied

also be integrated in a way that maintains

formulation approaches to prevent fraud

to establish more effective hypotheses, pa-

the highest standards of data governance,

and improve patient adherence and treat-

rameters and endpoints for clinical trials

data quality and data security while ad-

ment outcomes and actions that will pro-

and facilitate patient recruitment and po-

dressing the challenges of compliance and

vide competitive advantages.3

All partners can win from such collabora-

tentially to populate electronic case report

globalization.3

Data Silos Still Exist

patients at the highest risk for disease and

Some
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Potential

Biggest

Collaborations like those with IBM and
other software/technology firms are es-

Market Access
R&D
Sales Operation
Other
Safety
HEOR
Epidemiology

sential if pharmaceutical companies are to
successfully move to new business models
based on leveraging data and driven by
digital innovation. Strategic relationships
with insurers, patient advocacy groups
and other “customers” are also needed to
ensure access to the right real-world data.
tions.11 For instance, insurers can identify

forms (eCRFs). EHR data can also be used

If properly integrated, different data

to identify possible new indications for ex-

sets can be analyzed multiple times to sup-

However, data integration is a challenge

urge them to seek care; those patients can

isting drugs.

port different goals. They can also be ac-

for most pharmaceutical companies. Pro-

then receive the targeted care they need,

Available digital data of all kinds can

cessed from a central location by machine

tection of patient privacy (and the associat-

and the drug manufacturers can gain ac-

even be used for the development of more

learning, artificial intelligence and natural

ed legal issues) can be a significant hurdle

cess to data that can accelerate the devel-

effective marketing strategies. Pharma-

language processing (NLP) programs, al-

for some firms.6 A deficiency of staff with

opment of drugs that are safer and more

ceutical companies can gain insight into

lowing for autonomous decision making

the training and expertise required to im-

effective. In addition, these collaborations

patient needs and concerns and use that

and response.7

plement and manage comprehensive data

can help all stakeholders better understand the value of drugs and their ability to

information to create targeted marketing

Integration of data generated during

integration and management platforms is

messages and build long-term relation-

discovery and development with post-ap-

another. In many cases, data are still col-

ships.6 Digital technologies, such as apps

proval study results and patient records is

lected manually.

for mobile devices and social media, can

equally essential for pharmaceutical com-

Perhaps the biggest challenge is the fact

further enhance marketing activities. Post-

panies from a business perspective.8 Ac-

that the disparate types of data are gener-

marketing studies, in particular, provide

celerating the development of cost-effec-

ated and maintained in different locations

payer and patient) expectations for per-

and increase efficiencies — perhaps repre-

information on payer and provider percep-

tive drugs that provide measurable value

by different groups that have not histori-

formance at the earliest stages of discov-

senting initial movement toward new busi-

tions and thus allow drug makers to iden-

is fundamental and can only be achieved

cally communicated with one another.9

ery. As importantly, it requires “breaking

ness models.

tify areas for product improvement with

by leveraging the myriad data sources to

Structured and unstructured information

down functional silos and adopting agile

respect to safety, tolerability, adherence,

more rapidly identify drug candidates with

on different diseases, drug candidates,

ways of working.”11

outcomes, ideal patient populations and

the greatest likelihood to provide real-

formulations,

overall cost/savings.1

world performance.

sults, clinical trial results and patients are

Initial Moves

panies for a number of different applica-

stored in different databases.9 When drug

Most pharmaceutical companies are tak-

tions. IBM has configured a version of

manufacturers collaborate with academic

ing steps in the right direction. According

Watson to specifically support life science

researchers, insurers, physicians, advo-

to the results of Deloitte’s 2017 real-world

research through incorporation of medical

cacy groups and other organizations, the

evidence (RWE) benchmark survey, the use

literature, patents, genomics and chemi-

complexity of data integration — and secu-

of RWE in many different applications is

cal and pharmacological data. Cognitive

rity risks — increases dramatically.

increasing, with over 50% of respondents

solutions are attractive because they are

investing in RWE programs to improve

specifically designed to integrate and ana-

Need for New Business Models

R&D efforts.10 The survey also revealed,

lyze big data sets and can be “trained to

To realize the opportunities presented by

however, that there is a need to access the

understand technical, industry-specific

the avalanche of data available today, phar-

right real-world data, which may require

content and use advanced reasoning, pre-

maceutical companies must move away

the establishment of new types of partner-

dictive modeling, and machine learning

from this traditional siloed approach to

ships. One encouraging result was the in-

techniques.”12 Watson has been used to

a new business model that enables data

terest shown by respondents in investing

accelerate drug target identification and

sharing within the enterprise and with

in new technologies that impact workflows

drug repurposing projects.

Examples of Collaboration
for Data Integration

M

edikly, a New York City startup, partnered with healthcare marketing experts
to develop a platform for
capturing and storing data from various
sources and establishing comprehensive
profiles of healthcare providers (HCPs).6
The central database contains over 5.5
million profiles of U.S.-based HCPs. The
database includes prescription, referral,
formulary, facility, procedure and qualityof-care data; geographic, demographic,
behavior, lifestyle and interest information; and third-party data, such as social
media presence and influence, Medicare
claims, EHR messaging, media consumption and online publishing.
Pfizer announced in 2016 that it would
be one of the first pharmaceutical companies to use IBM’s Watson as a drug discov-

ery cloud-based platform. Pfizer is looking
to develop new cancer therapies using the
technology, including the identification of
novel drug targets and new indications for
existing compounds.13
Genentech formed a collaboration with
precision-medicine company GNS Healthcare in 2017. The partners are using machine learning to develop computer models from cancer patient data that will then
be applied to the identification of novel
targets for cancer therapies.13 Interestingly, Roche previously acquired Bina Technologies, a company developing a platform for large-scale genome sequencing
supported by experts in machine learning.
Roche is also reportedly a partner of Boston-based Berg Health, which is applying
artificial intelligence to the discovery and
development of drugs and diagnostics.13

dosages,

preclinical

1

2

3

4

5

6

provide desired outcomes.8

7
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other stakeholders and encourages consideration of real-world performance from
discovery through commercialization.10
The application of digital technologies
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I NDUSTRY LE AD E R I N S I G HT : F O R M UL AT I O N

THE COMING OF
AGE OF AMORPHOUS
SOLID DISPERSIONS

ADDRESSING SOLUBILITY ISSUES
Lead optimization during drug development does not
typically address dissolution and bioavailability performance under physiologic conditions.1 As a result,
a large percentage of pipeline candidates exhibit
poor water solubility and low bioavailability. The
challenge is to develop formulations and delivery
mechanisms for these drug substances that enable
oral administration, which remains the most desirable dosage form due to its generally lower cost of
production, the preference of patients and caregivers for oral medications and overall higher compliance rates.2

> BY MÁRCIO TEMTEM, Ph.D., HOVIONE

BENEFITS OF ASDs
Enhancement of dissolution, solubility and bioavail-

Although the majority of new drug candidates suffer from
poor solubility and bioavailability, oral solid dosage forms remain
the preferred route of administration due to their ease of use
and convenience for patients and caregivers. In recent years,
numerous drugs formulated as amorphous solid dispersions
(ASDs) have been successfully commercialized, confirming the
effectiveness of these technologies for enhancing the
dissolution of challenging APIs.

ability for poorly soluble APIs can be achieved using
a number of different approaches, including particle size reduction (e.g., micronization and nanomilling), salt or cocrystal formation, lipid-based selfemulsification and the formation of ASDs.
For many poorly soluble drugs, preparation in an
amorphous rather than a crystalline state can lead
to improved dissolution profiles and enhanced bioavailability, as amorphous compounds lack longrange order. However, amorphous compounds are
unstable. It is therefore necessary to form solid dispersions of amorphous APIs in polymeric matrices
to improve their stability.3 Once an ASD reaches the
intestine, the API is released in a supersaturated
concentration. It has been reported that over 80%
of ASDs offer improved bioavailability.4
A key advantage of ASDs is the ability to provide
the final drug product in the form of a tablet or
capsule — the most common oral dosage forms. In
addition, compared with lipid-based systems, ASDs
allow the formulation of drug products with much
higher dosage levels. Lipid-based formulations typically contain no more than 100 mg of API, whereas
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IN THE AREA OF CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING,
HOVIONE HAS BEEN
INVOLVED IN THE
COMMERCIALIZATION OF
APPROXIMATELY 90% OF
THE CURRENT DRUG
PRODUCTS THAT HAVE
BEEN FORMULATED AS
SPRAY-DRIED ASDs.

MAINTAINING THE METASTABLE FORM

amount of effort was undertaken to lever-

Challenges in ASD process and product

age all prior experience for each new SD

development relate largely to the fact

project. Employing a quality-by-design

that the amorphous API is a metastable

(QbD) approach to understand the funda-

form in a high-energy state. In nature,

mentals of the SD process and build mod-

metastable forms undergo precipitation

els for the prediction of spray-dried par-

after a short period of time. It is there-

ticle properties under various processing

fore essential to stabilize the amorphous

conditions is essential to process design

API so that precipitation does not occur

and scale-up, and QbD adds predictabil-

during subsequent processing steps and

ity and significantly reduces risk in pro-

shelf life.

cess development, scale-up and right-

During development of ASD drug prod-

first-time clinical batch manufacturing.6

uct intermediates, Hovione focuses on

The generated data resides in an exten-

four primary aspects: performance in

sive database and is used in combination

the GI tract, physical stability, chemi-

with Hovione’s proprietary modeling ca-

cal stability/compatibility between the

pabilities to closely correlate laboratory

ingredients and manufacturability. The

conditions to those at commercial scale

key is selection of optimal formulation

in order to reduce the number of manu-

ingredients and conditions. For spray-

facturing runs needed to establish an ef-

dried ASDs, the solvent must be compat-

fective commercial SD process.7

ible with both the API and the polymer
ASDs have much higher API-to-polymer

matrix. With all ASDs, the formulation

DEALING WITH BRICK DUST

ratios and loadings of as much as 300–

must also be physically and chemically

As drug discovery efforts expand to

400 mg of active ingredient. Higher dos-

compatible.

more complex molecules, the percent-

age formulations can benefit patients

It is also important to develop for-

age of candidates that are poorly soluble

through reduced dosing frequencies and

mulations that enable maintenance of

— but do not have properties that allow

pill burdens.

the supersaturation window as long as

for ASD formation via SD or HME — is in-

possible once the API is released. The

creasing. These “brick dust” compounds

TWO LEADING ASD TECHNOLOGIES

challenge is to identify the optimal API-

have high melting points (> 200 °C) and

Spray drying (SD) and hot-melt extrusion

to-polymer ratio (or API burden) that pro-

limited solubilities in volatile organic

(HME) are the two technologies most

vides the best dissolution performance

solvents. Non-ASD methods, such as

widely used for the preparation of ASDs.

while maintaining the stability of the

nanomilling or complexation with cyclo-

Both processes utilize a range of polymer

ASD intermediate and drug product.

dextrin, are one option. Alternative ASD

excipients that have been approved for
use in drug formulations.

There are also challenges associated
with final drug production. It is impor-

technologies, such as coprecipitation,
are another.

The choice of SD or HME and the spe-

tant to ensure that the ingredients in the

One example of the latter is Kineti-

cific polymers used in a given ASD for-

drug product do not promote precipita-

Sol from DisperSol Technologies, which

mulation depend on the properties of the

tion of the API during tablet or capsule

is based on a commercial plastic com-

API and the desired characteristics of

manufacture. As importantly, ASDs pro-

pounding process that was developed

the final drug product. Both technologies

duced by SD and HME have properties,

into a GMP pharmaceutical process by

are effective for improving the bioavail-

such as flowability, that are quite differ-

the company.8 The solvent-free, fusion-

ability of poorly soluble drugs. However,

ent from those of conventional (crystal-

based process requires high shear and

temperature-sensitive APIs and APIs with

line) powders used to manufacture tab-

is typically complete within 20 seconds

high melting points are not suitable for

lets and capsules. The presence of high

at lab and commercial scale. Frictional

HME processes. Solubility in appropri-

quantities of polymers with plastic/elas-

and shear energies combined with high-

ate organic solvents is a prerequisite for

tic properties creates the need for care-

intensity mixing lead to a rapid transi-

spray drying.

fully designed process conditions that

tion to the molten state.

HME tends to be less expensive but

take into account dwell time and strain-

Meanwhile, Hovione has developed an

generally requires the use of a large quan-

rate dependencies. They also tend to be

advanced coprecipitation process using

tity of valuable API (up to 10 times that for

hygroscopic; equipment and processes

microfluidization

SD) to develop an optimal process. It is

must be designed and engineered to

control of particle morphology and gener-

thus predominantly used for the devel-

minimize exposure of the ASD interme-

ates particles with surface areas that can

opment of generic formulations. SD is a

diate and final drug product to moisture.

be 10 times greater than those obtained

simpler process and requires the use of

that

allows

precise

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

Specialist
Integrated CDMO

K

Your solution partner from
Drug Substance to Drug Product
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One site concept
Lab to commercial manufacture
Customized Off Patent APIs
High potent APIs
API+ (Drug Product Intermediate)
Leader in Spray Drying
Development by Design™
Oral and Inhaled dosage forms
Continuous manufacturing & tableting

using HME or SD.9 The API and polymer

less API (as little as a few hundred milli-

FOCUS ON SPRAY DRYING

are dissolved in one solvent and mixed

grams) during process development, so it

Hovione has been providing SD services

with an antisolvent (in which the ingredi-

is frequently used for the development of

to the pharmaceutical industry for nearly

ents are insoluble) under carefully con-

formulations based on novel APIs.

15 years. During that time, a significant

trolled conditions in a microreactor. The
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EMPLOYING A QUALITY-BYDESIGN (QbD) APPROACH
TO UNDERSTAND THE
FUNDAMENTALS OF THE
SPRAY-DRYING PROCESS
AND BUILD MODELS
FOR THE PREDICTION OF
SPRAY-DRIED PARTICLE
PROPERTIES UNDER
VARIOUS PROCESSING
CONDITIONS IS
ESSENTIAL TO PROCESS
DESIGN AND SCALEUP, AND QbD ADDS
PREDICTABILITY
AND SIGNIFICANTLY
REDUCES RISK
IN PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT, SCALEUP AND RIGHT-FIRSTTIME CLINICAL BATCH
MANUFACTURING.

on first principles that guide their efforts

factors influencing ASD formation and

in formulation design and the identifica-

performance gained through practical

tion of optimal conditions for ASD pro-

experience during product development

duction. These tools allow Hovione to

and commercialization and intense aca-

avoid the unnecessary consumption of

demic investigation will only lead to fur-

highly valuable API at the early project

ther applications of ASD technology for

stages. As a result, we are able to develop

the enhancement of solubility and bio-

optimal processes and formulations that

availability.

in terms of product and process performance.
In the area of contract manufacturing,
mercialization of approximately 90%
of the current drug products that have
been formulated as spray-dried ASDs.
We bring this wealth of experience and
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FACILITATING ASD DEVELOPMENT AND
MANUFACTURING
With nearly 15 years of commercial experience in the field of ASDs, Hovione has

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

been challenged to address a variety of

Márcio Temtem, Ph.D.

problems in both formulation and pro-

Director for Drug Product Development, Hovione

cess. In addition to SD, we support projects involving ASD formation via HME

Dr. Márcio Temtem is currently Director for Drug Product Development
at Hovione. He joined the company in 2008 and has since been involved in
the development of the particle design and drug product business of the
company. Márcio has a Ph.D. in chemical engineering, with several papers
and patents published on topics such as green chemistry, controlled release,
inhalation, drug product, particle engineering and solubility enhancement.

and coprecipitation. We also provide
complexation and nanomilling services if
benchmarking studies indicate that they
are the most appropriate technologies.
Our formulators and process development chemists/engineers have access to

Email mtemtem@hovione.com

databases and modeling systems based
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BEST-IN-CLASS VIRAL VECTOR
CONTRACT MANUFACTURING
Brammer Bio is dedicated to providing clinical and commercial viral vectors
for in vivo gene and ex vivo gene-modified cell therapies, from process and
analytical development through commercial approval. We have a highly
skilled team of scientists with expertise from over 100 client projects to
tackle the challenges posed by these novel technologies and help accelerate
their transition from the clinic to patients, while focusing on meeting cGMP
standards. Brammer Bio is Helping to Cure.®

www.brammerbio.com

�®

I

Q&A

EXECUT

VE

3. THERE ARE A LARGE NUMBER OF

5. HOW HAS THIS EXPANSION

8. AS MORE COMPANIES PURSUE VIRAL VECTOR–BASED GENE THERAPIES,

1 . W H AT H AV E B E E N T H E M O S T S I G N I F I C A N T C H A N G E S Y O U H AV E S E E N I N

CELL AND GENE THERAPY PRODUCTS

S I G N I F I C A N T LY C H A N G E D / E N H A N C E D

H O W C R I T I C A L I S I T T H AT T H E Y P A R T N E R F O R P R O C E S S D E V E L O P M E N T

THE VIRAL VECTOR MARKETPLACE OVER THE LAST DECADE?

C U R R E N T LY E N R O L L E D I N C L I N I C A L

T H E S E R V I C E O F F E R I N G T H U S FA R ?

AND OTHER SERVICES?

Brammer’s expansion has increased
the number of clients that we can serve
with early clinical supply. In addition, clients
have brought mature products to Brammer
to establish commercial manufacturing for
them. A number of clients have chosen to
lock-in dedicated commercial capacity to ensure that they have control over the scheduling and output of that capacity to meet their
evolving launch plans and product pipelines.

This is still an evolving field despite the tremendous progress that has been made. Many
innovators have expertise in product development and clinical design, and they value
partnering with Brammer to develop robust, scalable and efficient processes. Due to the speed
from first-in-human use to approval in potentially four years or less, they trust Brammer to deliver the launch and commercial quantities to meet the market needs.

The viral vector marketplace has moved in two significant directions over the last decade.
First, the field has continued to optimize the five main vector systems — AAV, lentivirus,
retrovirus, HSV and adenovirus — and to match them to cell and organ targets for efficient gene
delivery. As the industry has moved from proof-of-concept first-in-human trials to establishing
commercial demand, this has driven development of the manufacturing and analytical platforms and the capacity needed to launch these products commercially.

T R I A L S . W H AT I S Y O U R P R E D I C T I O N
FOR THE NUMBER OF NEW THERAPIES
T H AT M AY B E A P P R O V E D I N T H E
NEXT 1–2 YEARS?

From 2020 to 2022, there is expected
to be a ramp-up in approvals leading
to around 40 cell and gene therapy approvals
by 2022, according to a study by MIT.1 In addition, most companies have several products in
their pipelines that will follow an accelerated
development path once their first products
are approved.

9. ARE THERE ANY NEW OR

11. WHERE DO YOU SEE THE MARKET

F O R T H C O M I N G T E C H N O L O G I E S T H AT

FOR GENE AND GENE-MODIFIED CELL

Y O U E X P E C T W I L L H AV E A

THERAPIES IN 10 YEARS? 20 YEARS?

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON GENE
T H E R A P Y M A N U FA C T U R I N G ?
6. HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE
BRAMMER BIO’S OVERALL VISION AND

FROM PROOF OF CONCEPT
TO COMMERCIALIZATION

C U R R E N T S T R AT E G I C G O A L S ?

Nice Insight sat down with Brammer Bio’s cofounders Mark Bamforth, Chief Executive
Officer, and Richard Snyder, Chief Scientific Officer, to discuss the evolution of the
viral vector marketplace and how Brammer Bio is investing to support the commercial
development of the next generation of gene and cell therapies.
Mark Bamforth
Cofounder, CEO
Email Mark.Bamforth@brammerbio.com

Richard Snyder, Ph.D.
Chief Scientific Officer, Founder
Email Richard.Snyder@brammerbio.com

4. HOW IS BRAMMER BIO PREPARED
FOR THE COMING DEMAND FOR

Brammer’s vision is to be the leading
contract development and manufacturing organization for viral vector supply to cell
and gene therapy innovators. We are focused
on delivering clinical and commercial vectors
to our clients to enable their clinical development, launch and market supply of these
products. We are solely focused on meeting
their needs and staying ahead of the demand
curve.

For processes that rely on transient transfection, such as AAV and lentiviral vectors, the Pall iCELLis adherent cell culture platform is highly scalable and robust. An area that
is making rapid progress is analytical technologies used to characterize the vector products.

1 2 . W H AT A R E T H E P R I M A R Y
C H A L L E N G E S T H AT N E E D T O B E

M A N U FA C T U R I N G I F M O R E A P P R O VA L S
ARE FORTHCOMING?

2 . H O W D I D T H E A P P R O VA L S O F K Y M R I A H ,
Y E S C A R TA A N D L U X T U R N A S H A K E U P T H E G E N E
T H E R A P Y A N D V I R A L V E C T O R M A N U FA C T U R I N G
S E G M E N T S O V E R A L L ? H O W WA S B R A M M E R B I O
AFFECTED?

The approvals in 2017 shifted the focus onto market access and the challenges of bringing new treatments to
market that have the potential to be curative with a single administration. It is clear that the need and the impact of a lifechanging treatment will have to be carefully assessed by the
innovators. Brammer Bio has continued to see high demand
for vectors for use in vivo and ex vivo that are supporting potentially curative treatments for serious diseases.
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Brammer is investing $200 million
in doubling our clinical capacity for
products and building over 20 suites for
commercial manufacturing of vectors. To
support the manufacturing capacity, we
are expanding our process development
and quality control laboratories. The first
phase of commercial-ready capacity was
built in 2017 and is operational today, with
the remaining build-out being completed
by mid-2019. Brammer is already assessing
the supply needs beyond even this substantial capacity. By Q3 2019, Brammer will have
700 employees focused solely on providing
viral vector products to multiple clients, an
increase from its current staff of 500. The
company has more than doubled its staff
over the past year.

There will undoubtedly still be challenges in developing these products
and establishing market access. However, we
are well beyond establishing proof of concept
for these treatments. The regulators have recognized the potential impact to human lives
and acted to encourage product development
and establishment. In 10 years, these therapies
have the potential to have cured many monogenetic diseases and to be useful in tackling
more complex genetic diseases, including
through the use of gene editing. In 20 years, it
is hard to imagine, but gene-based medicines
could be considered the standard of care.

OVERCOME FOR GENE THERAPY TO
7. HOW DO YOU VIEW THE CURRENT

A C H I E V E I T S F U L L P O T E N T I A L ? W H AT

POSITIONING OF BRAMMER BIO IN

10. BRAMMER BIO BEGAN A

THIS SPECIALIZED CDMO SEGMENT

S T R AT E G I C P A R T N E R S H I P W I T H

AND HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO

S A R E P TA T H E R A P E U T I C S T H I S

SEE THE MARKET PERCEPTION OF

SUMMER. CAN YOU DISCUSS HOW

BRAMMER BIO EVOLVE OVER THE

T H I S P A R T N E R S H I P A D VA N C E S B O T H

NEXT 1-2 YEARS?

C O M P A N I E S ’ S T R AT E G I C G O A L S ?

Brammer has a strong track record
from executing over 100 projects over
12 years to supply clinical viral vectors to the
industry, many for first-in-human use, and is
seen as the technical leader. Over the next
two years, we expect that to evolve into Brammer being the leading supplier of both clinical
and commercial viral vectors to our clients.

Brammer is establishing commercial
supply for a potential micro-dystrophin
gene therapy product launch and other neuromuscular programs in Sarepta’s pipeline,
through partnering with Sarepta on the process development. This leverages all of Brammer’s world-class development and manufacturing capabilities.

IS BRAMMER BIO DOING TO ADDRESS
THESE CHALLENGES?

The primary challenges facing gene
therapy are to confirm the effectiveness of the treatments: to show a sustainable,
long-term correction, then to ensure access
to patients globally for these therapies and to
ensure that efficient, robust supply is in place
so that all patients can be treated.

REFERENCES
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> TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

THE TRANSFER PLAN
IS DICTATED BY THE
TYPE OF TRANSFER,
THE TYPE OF PRODUCT
AND THE STAGE OF THE
PRODUCT IN ITS LIFE
CYCLE.

KNOWLEDGE AND
EXPERIENCE EQUAL
SUCCESSFUL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

peripheral and soft, experiential knowledge. The CDMO tech transfer team
should discuss manufacturing, analytical
issues and any safety aspects with the
product/process experts from the client’s analytical laboratory, manufacturing
group, quality assurance, R&D and other
operations at the start of the project.

> BY JOSEPH SZCZESIUL, UPM PHARMACEUTICALS

These same individuals should be on the
joint project team so that they can provide
continued review and input. It is also critical to clearly delineate all expectations
and limitations and to establish a comprehensive project strategy.
The more information that is provided,
the better positioned the CDMO will be

Pharmaceutical technology transfer is part of the
commercial project life cycle. It is a multi-faceted, multistage process that requires excellent project management
capabilities as well as broad technical expertise. CDMOs
that have experienced, multidisciplinary tech transfer
teams with a demonstrated ability to work collaboratively
— both internally and with clients — to develop effective
tech transfer plans, solve problems and create added
value for their customers should be selected as partners
in this process.

to develop and implement an optimized
UNDERSTANDING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

base and demonstrate that the product

formation about the process being trans-

process. Project timelines also often cor-

Technology transfer is the bridge between

can be manufactured successfully in its

ferred. Outsourcing partners, such as

relate inversely with the amount of infor-

phases of the value chain: between dif-

next phase.

CDMOs, rely on clients to provide much of

mation provided by the client. In-depth

ferent stages of development, between

It is important that technology trans-

this information. They possess all of the

information sharing, however, requires

development and commercial scale for

fer is pursued using a science- and risk-

documented and undocumented product

the establishment of a high level of trust

new products and between manufactur-

based approach that achieves a balance

and process knowledge at the start of the

between the client and the CDMO. Phar-

ing sites for commercial products. Ac-

between risk minimization and cost-effec-

project.

maceutical companies looking to trans-

cording to the World Health Organization,

tiveness, while aligning with applicable

“Technology transfer embodies both the

regulatory expectations, according to

for

transfer of documentation and the dem-

the International Society for Pharmaceu-

such as specifications, analytical meth-

onstrated ability of the receiving unit to

tical Engineering (ISPE).3 Confirmation

ods, master batch records, the process

effectively perform the critical elements

that projects are fit for the facility, equip-

description, production protocols and a

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PLANS

of the transferred technology to the sat-

ment or capabilities must be the first step.

process development report. Executed

Document creation and approval are rate-

isfaction of all parties and any applicable

Controls for transfer of processes, docu-

batch records provide actual in-process

limiting steps for critical functions in the

regulatory bodies.”1

mentation and professional expertise are

data and the parameters that were used,

laboratory, in manufacturing and for regu-

Technology transfer should result in the

essential.1 It is imperative to establish rea-

which are more valuable than ranges and

latory filing and can thereby impact proj-

transfer of product and process knowl-

sonable timelines and deadlines for mile-

targets and convey more precise informa-

ect timelines. Ineffective and inefficient

edge into a new phase of the product’s

stone completion and decision-making, as

tion on process capability and the ade-

technology transfer processes can cause

life cycle. The goal, as outlined in the ICH

well as strategies for addressing problems

quacy of the manufacturing directions.

extreme consequences: the need to re-

Q10 guidance, is to “transfer product and

that arise.

Ideally, knowledge transfer from the client

peat development work, missed deadlines

to the CDMO takes place through the pro-

and higher costs are just some examples.2

process
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knowledge

between

develop-

Physical document transfer must occur
practical,

executable

documents,

fer projects to CDMOs should seek outsourcing partners with track records of
success in technology transfer.

ment and manufacturing, and within or

NEED FOR EFFECTIVE KNOWLEDGE

vision of a technology transfer document

These complications can be avoided if the

between manufacturing sites to achieve

TRANSFER

package or technology transfer package.

client has a clear regulatory strategy that

product realization.”2 The transfer activi-

Effective technology transfer cannot be

In addition to hard data and documents

ties should add to the existing knowledge

achieved without access to relevant in-

and reports, it is important to transfer

allows the CDMO to design an appropriate
technology transfer plan.
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The plan of work lays out the steps to be

FACILITATING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

implemented to generate all of the infor-

In addition to an appropriate transfer

mation and data necessary for successful

plan, the CDMO provides project man-

regulatory filing. It must meet standard

agement and technical and analytical

regulatory agency (e.g., the U.S. Food and

support, executes manufacturing and

Drug Administration) expectations for

analytical

the application, as well as answer any

needed technical writing, proposes and

potential questions specific to the prod-

executes a validation strategy, performs

uct being transferred.

stability studies and supplies support for

processes,

completes

any

The transfer plan is dictated by the type

the client’s regulatory filing. All of these

of transfer, the type of product and the

activities must be performed with some

stage of the product in its life cycle. The

level of client review and approval, and

two broad categories of tech transfer are

all need to be executed to meet the proj-

pre-approval, typically with a change in

ect timeline.

MOST PROJECTS
CONSIST OF
APPROXIMATELY 85%
ROUTINE AND 15%
PROBLEM-SOLVING WORK.

manufacturing scale, and post-commer-

CDMOs can best facilitate these activi-

approach to our projects, with frequent

cial approval, where the approved manu-

ties and processes when there is close

internal discussions on technical is-

facturing process is translated and repli-

alignment and collaboration between

sues and troubleshooting to leverage our

cated in a new manufacturing site.

their technology transfer team and the

knowledge and provide value-added ser-

Planning for technology transfer is com-

client team. Such alignment and collabo-

vices to our clients.

pleted by the technology transfer team,

ration require transparent communica-

Most projects consist of approximate-

which should comprise experienced rep-

tion between the scientists and engineers

ly 85% routine and 15% problem-solving

resentatives of the various departments

across, within and between both teams.

work. Given the nature of pharmaceutical

that participate in the tech transfer pro-

A useful best practice is to have gate-

manufacturing, it is expected that proj-

cess, including at a minimum develop-

keeping reviews before starting signifi-

ects will not always proceed according to

ment, production, engineering, quality

cant steps, such as the manufacture of

the technology transfer plan. While prob-

assurance/quality control, qualification/

registration batches or validation batch-

lems are expected to occur, the nature

validation and regulatory affairs.

es. The executed process development

of those problems is often unexpected.

The first task of the CDMO’s technol-

batch records and in-process and ana-

In addition, they can affect the project

ogy transfer team is to conduct risk and

lytical data should be evaluated by the

timeline. With our experienced team

gap analyses. A deep initial product and

technology transfer team to ensure that

and internal consulting approach, UPM

process review is critical before develop-

all parties agree that the project is ready

is capable of rapidly investigating and

ing the plan of work. The CDMO needs to

to move forward through the next signifi-

effectively troubleshooting issues that

evaluate the product’s formulation, manu-

cant steps. The more thoroughly that pro-

do arise, enabling us to keep projects on

facturing process, equipment train, stabil-

cesses are challenged at earlier phases,

track and meet timelines.

ity and product history in order to develop

the more robust those processes will be

a complete transfer plan and anticipate

further down the line.

potential problems.

In addition, our technology transfer
group has experience with a variety of
modified-release technologies and dos-

FROM CONCEPT
TO COMMERCIAL
FOR SOLID DOSE
& SEMI-SOLIDS

UPM Pharmaceuticals is an independent, award-winning
CDMO. We offer development and manufacturing of tablets,
capsules and semi-solid dosage forms – including DEA
controlled substances (CII–CV) and a controlled humidity
suite. At our 476,000 sq ft facility in Bristol, Tennessee, our
experienced personnel can advance your project from lab
scale to commercialization in a single location. UPM has
successfully implemented its serialization program.

PROVIDING VALUE-ADDED WORK

age forms, which have their own special

cal assays are transferred and qualified

UPM Pharmaceuticals has an experienced

sets of problems for scale-up and tech-

before transfer of processes has begun.

group of scientists and engineers working

nology transfer. We have worked on suc-

Many analytical assays are essentially

on technology transfer, with strong back-

cessful applications for particle coating,

processes themselves, and timely method

grounds in formulation, manufacturing

sustained-release matrix tablets, tablets

transfer is critical for keeping the project

equipment, process development, scale-

with modified-release coatings and com-

Visit us at the following show

on track.

up and validation. We take a collaborative

plex combination products.

AAPS PharmSci 360
November 4-7, 2018, Booth# 2014
Water E. Washington Convention Center
Washington, DC

It is also critical to ensure that analyti-

P
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To learn more, visit www.upm-inc.com
or call +1 423 989 8000

Processing Capabilities

Tablets & Capsules

Creams & Ointments

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Capacity for 3.5 billion tablets and
680 million capsules per year
• Sophisticated tableting and
encapsulation technology
• Multi-layer tableting

• Capacity for 138,000 kg units
per year
• Automated packaging lines for
tubes and jars

Dry blending
Wet & dry granulation
Fluid bed processing/drying
Controlled substances (CII-CV)
Clinical & commercial packaging
Full analytical support

> TURNKEY SOLUTION

A TURNKEY SOLUTION:
SOURCING EQUIPMENT
AND EMPOWERING
OPERATORS
> ADAM COVITT, FEDERAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

At Federal Equipment Company, we understand the
dilemma that organizations face when selecting an
equipment supplier. After over 60 years supplying not
just the pharmaceutical, but also the chemical, plastics,
packaging, utility and food processing industries with
equipment, we have added services and partnerships
to enhance our offerings and capabilities. Clients that
partner with us access more than just reliable equipment
suppliers; we offer an opportunity for our customers to
take advantage of comprehensive turnkey solutions.
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CONSIDERING ALL VARIABLES IN

that it runs, and production is only as ef-

possible. Our deep inventory allows us to

velops, the availability of secondhand

OUTSOURCING

fective as the equipment operators.

offer whatever equipment is necessary to

equipment has increased. As a result, our

keep production up and running, which is

inventory has steadily grown more robust.

One of the most critical decisions for a
pharmaceutical company is the choice to

RELYING ON A THIRD PARTY FOR A

paramount for organizations looking to

This immediate accessibility of equip-

outsource operations, which leads to de-

STRATEGIC ACQUISITION

scale up or replace outdated or broken ma-

ment cuts down on the timeline for every-

termining the optimal supplier with which

Working with a used equipment dealer like

chinery. We offer a turnkey solution from

thing from procurement to installation.

to partner. For those lacking in-house

Federal Equipment Company offers cus-

the start by sourcing a range of equipment

The timeline related to equipment

capability, there is often little choice but

tomers more options for finding the equip-

that can meet specific production line re-

implementation is another bottleneck.

to work with an external contract manu-

ment needed to furnish their facility, at a

quirements.

Delivery does not mark the end of the pro-

facturing organization (CMO) that can

reduced price. Our extensive inventory is

meet production needs effectively and

key to supporting our clients, and we pro-

CUTTING TIMELINES AND REDUCING

sition. With used equipment, a machine

efficiently. However, when choosing an

vide guidance, counsel and resources for

COSTS WITH USED EQUIPMENT

has already proven it can meet its target,

organization, a company must prioritize

them to make strategic equipment acqui-

Used equipment is a tremendous mon-

whereas new equipment has to be test-

risk minimization and choose a depend-

sitions easier. We understand the factors

ey-saver. This has become increasingly

ed. With used equipment, purchase lead

able supplier with a strong track record.

that go into equipment selection, as we

important as budgets are further con-

times are reduced, as it is already deter-

The CMO will be relied on for production

witness them firsthand every day. Work-

strained by a host of factors, including

mined (with the help of a supplier like Fed-

— which means that the company’s market

ing with a third-party organization such

rapid innovation or capacity demands.

eral Equipment Company) that the used

reputation is in the hands of its supplier.

as Federal Equipment Company can bring

These innovations in the industry have the

machines procured are in correct working

In addition, any delay in manufacturing

relief to organizations that are operating

potential to render equipment obsolete in

order. We also have machines available

could result in failure to deliver drugs on

under tight timelines and budgets, with a

certain facilities but still crucial in others.

within an average of about a week fol-

time. Although there are many different

major equipment purchase looming. We

We offer redeployment programs for com-

lowing payment; this is a significant ben-

operations that can be outsourced, the

are able to source equipment and recom-

panies like Pfizer and BASF, allowing them

efit compared with the traditional waiting

core of all production is the equipment. A

mend the best machinery at the lowest

to redeploy assets internally or sell to our

period of six weeks to 24 months, during

facility is only as strong as the equipment

price and within the shortest time frame

broad customer base. As the industry de-

which time nearly anything can happen

cess when it comes to equipment acqui-
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Strategic Relationships with
Federal Equipment Company
We maintain strategic relationships
with prominent firms, such as BASF
and Pfizer, that ensure our inventory
of process and packaging equipment.
Our clients save millions of dollars by
purchasing reliable surplus equipment from
manufacturing leaders.

operators receive from Techceuticals not

client; classes can occur at the Techceu-

only equips them for routine operation of

ticals training lab, located within one of

their machinery, it empowers them to op-

our warehouses in Cleveland, Ohio, or at a

erate, clean and maintain all equipment

client site.

for as long as it is needed in production.
As downtime and gaps in operations are

OPTING FOR A TURNKEY SOLUTION

directly related to efficiency and cost, un-

PROVIDER

trained or misinformed operators present

Our commitment to customer service is

a risk to outputs that no company can af-

so entrenched in who we are as a brand

ford to take on.

that partnering with Federal Equipment

Operators must not only be trained on

Company is the equivalent of opting for a

machinery but on all production variables

comprehensive turnkey solution when it

so that each product batch is made under

comes to equipment sourcing, servicing

optimal conditions; ultimately, quality

and training. Our goal is to maximize pro-

drives operations, not quantity. Techceu-

duction so that all of our partners run their

ticals focuses on the “why” of learning

machinery at optimal capacity, correctly

how to handle machinery, and it is this

and efficiently. There is nothing greater

approach to equipment training that

than having total peace of mind and trust

makes our program so successful; there

in your equipment partner. Working with

is no such thing as mimicking a task, as

Federal Equipment Company can bring

— unbelievably, this delay has become an

situations can arise throughout produc-

confidence to any organization, as there

industry norm.

tion that may not necessarily resemble

is nothing more empowering than know-

Companies that stock their facilities

each other. Instead, Techceuticals arms

ing your partner has you covered when it

with used equipment save an average of

operators with the means to troubleshoot

comes to all areas of your machinery.

55–70% on cost — this additional capital

on their own by teaching them the ins and

is crucial for other areas and can be spent

outs of their machines. This approach has

in a number of ways that can increase

proven successful throughout training, as

returns. A viable option would be to pur-

operators must demonstrate that they are

chase additional equipment using this

able to perform a procedure before tack-

freed-up budget, revamping operations

ling a task on their own. It is this hands-on

and keeping all expenditures relatively

learning that is a key differentiator for us,

low while generating more profits.

and one that makes us a comprehensive

We occupy more than 900,000 square feet
of warehouse space on more than 30 acres
in Cleveland, Ohio, making us one of the
largest suppliers of used manufacturing
equipment in the world; several of these
warehouses are dedicated to pharmaceutical/nutraceutical equipment.

Although

Federal

Equipment

Com-

turnkey solution provider.

pany does not install equipment directly,

One of the most popular Techceuticals

we have strong relationships with origi-

training programs is “The Manufacturing

nal

(OEMs)

Process,” which emphasizes understand-

and third-party vendors, and we are able

equipment

manufacturers

ing solid dose operations and is appro-

to recommend a number of organiza-

priate for all skill levels. Topics covered

tions with proven results that do. One of

include formulation, blending, milling,

the most common ways that equipment

granulation, drying, final blending, tablet-

breaks is through improper handling dur-

ing, tablet press tooling, coating and

ing shipping. Having shipped thousands of

encapsulation. The manner in which train-

items over many decades, our team is well-

ing is conducted is also dependent on the

P

PARTNERING WITH
FEDERAL EQUIPMENT
COMPANY IS THE
EQUIVALENT OF OPTING
FOR A COMPREHENSIVE
TURNKEY SOLUTION
WHEN IT COMES TO
EQUIPMENT SOURCING,
SERVICING AND
TRAINING.

When you
think equipment,
think Federal Equipment

Federal Equipment Company offers 60 years of experience buying
and selling pharmaceutical processing and packaging equipment.
When you need to sell surplus equipment, we optimize the value you
recoup, while making the whole process headache-free. For buyers,
we enable faster procurement of exactly the right equipment when
you tap our expertise and source from our broad, on-hand inventory
of reliable used machines. As your complete turnkey provider, we
also offer expert training on equipment for your operators.

equipped to ensure that equipment is packaged correctly and makes it to your facility in the condition it left our warehouse.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING AND

Adam Covitt

Register for upcoming training sessions from Techceuticals:

Vice President, Federal Equipment Company

GUIDANCE
When your equipment performs at its best,

Tablet Pro II Troubleshooting and Defects Resolution
November 13-15, 2018

Adam Covitt is Vice President, Federal Equipment Company. He has
over 20 years of experience in the pharmaceutical and chemical process
and packaging industry, with a focus on Investment Recovery and the
purchase and sale of high-end equipment to major pharmaceutical
sites and contract manufacturers with a global footprint. Mr. Covitt
earned a bachelor’s degree from Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

we have effectively reached our goal. To
that end, we have partnered with Michael
Tousey, CEO and Director of Techceuticals, the leader in solid dosage training
and troubleshooting. Techceuticals has
offered a training program for tablet and

The Manufacturing Process and Troubleshooting
December 4-6, 2018
For more information, go to: fedequip.com/training

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/adam-covitt-5a53a37
Email adam@fedequip.com

capsule manufacturing and packaging
companies since 1989. The training that

+1 877 536 1509
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>
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> ENGINEERING

DESIGNING EFFECTIVE
FACILITIES TO
MEET THE GROWING
DEMAND FOR
OLIGONUCLEOTIDE DRUGS
> BY BILL JARVIS AND BRENDAN NICHOLS, CRB USA

Oligonucleotide drugs have been in development for
over 30 years. There has been considerable progress in
overcoming the challenges related to their administration,
biodistribution, cellular uptake and undesired side effects,
and several drugs have received regulatory approval.
Many more drug products are currently in late-stage
clinical trials and moving toward commercialization, which
creates the next challenge: the design and construction of
manufacturing facilities for the production of nucleotide
APIs and formulated therapeutics.

WHAT ARE OLIGONUCLEOTIDE

may now be addressed — including neural

THERAPEUTICS?

and neuromuscular conditions.
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the

oligonucleotide

synthesizer,

Oligonucleotides are short strands of

Second, considerable advances have

solid support similar to chromatographic

DNA or RNA that typically contain 15–30

been made in the design of oligo drugs,

media in a synthesis column. The synthe-

nucleotide residues. Synthetic nucleo-

allowing for the development of thera-

sis proceeds via a repeated sequence of

tides are designed to bind to specific

peutics that have greatly improved sta-

reactions, resulting in growth of the chain

DNA or RNA sequences via complementa-

bility. In many cases, oligo drugs con-

of modified nucleotides. These reactions

ry base pairing. Natural oligonucleotides

tinue to provide a therapeutic effect for

involve the use of several thousand liters

typically exist as small RNA molecules

months after administration, enabling

of flammable solvent (primarily aceto-

that regulate gene expression and may be

less-frequent dosing regimens. In addi-

nitrile and toluene) per kilogram of drug

generated when larger nucleic acids are

tion, many of the modifications also pro-

substance produced.

degraded. Synthetic oligonucleotides are

vide greater specificity, leading to better

used in biochemistry, biology, molecular/

efficacy and safety.

genetic diagnostics and genomics and as

Once the sequence is complete, the
oligonucleotide is cleaved from the solid

TO MANUFACTURE
INJECTABLE OLIGO
DRUGS AT THE HIGHEST
QUALITY POSSIBLE,
A FACILITY DESIGN
MUST INCORPORATE
ASPECTS OF BOTH
SMALL-MOLECULE
AND BIOLOGIC DRUG
PRODUCTION PLANTS.

Third, the platform technology used to

support and subjected to further deprot-

produce oligo drugs is readily scalable

ection reactions. The cleavage and depro-

Synthesis of oligonucleotides (oligos)

and can be applied to the synthesis of

tection steps are performed using con-

is generally accomplished via solid-phase

any sequence of nucleotide residues. The

centrated ammonia;

synthesis using a specialized piece of

same piece of equipment can be used to

protected from exposure to this reagent.

equipment called a synthesizer. A repeat-

synthesize any number of oligo drugs.

ed cycle of chemical reactions allows high-

Once a production facility is properly

involves the use of a platform tech-

The use of the oligonucleotide synthe-

efficiency coupling of individual nucleo-

configured, it can be used to manufacture

nology, the upstream operations are

sis platform simplifies upstream facility

tide residues to create the oligos. These

many different sequences, significantly

similar regardless of the sequence of

design. However, the activities support-

oligo building blocks are structurally mod-

reducing the capital investment risk.

nucleotides incorporated into the drug

ing operation of the synthesizer require

substance. The same is not necessarily

careful planning of the facility layout.

therapeutic drugs.

ified versions of naturally occurring nucle-

Because

operators must be

oligonucleotide

synthesis

otides. Chemical modifications to these

SMALL MOLECULE OR BIOLOGIC?

true for downstream processing. There

In current facilities, the dozens of raw

molecules enable high-efficiency binding

Based on their nature, oligonucleotide

are a number of different purification

materials and large volumes of solvent

during synthesis, enhance their ability to

drugs pose several different challenges,

steps,

which

must be funneled to that single piece of

bind to target RNA/DNA sequences, dras-

from manufacturing needs to regula-

varies from one drug manufacturer to

equipment. The spent solvent must then

tically increase their stability and resis-

tory uncertainty. Their size falls between

another. Methods commonly seen in bio-

be removed as hazardous waste. The

tance to nucleases and increase the prob-

that of small- and large-molecule drug

logics, like chromatography and ultrafil-

technology is still developing, and solvent

ability of cellular uptake.

substances. This quandary raises ques-

tration/diafiltration, are used. Common

recycling will likely be eventually incor-

Oligo therapeutics have been under

tions about their classification, even for

chemical processing methods, such as

porated to reduce waste and raw material

development for more than 30 years.

regulators. More clarification in this re-

solvent extraction and vacuum concen-

costs.

They fall into various categories depend-

gard is expected as greater numbers of

tration, are also employed.

ing on their pharmacology, including

oligo drugs graduate from the clinic to

antisense, siRNA, miRNA mimetics and

the market.

the

implementation

of

Marrying a flammable and toxic com-

The oligonucleotide is often main-

pound handling facility with a facility that

tained in an alcohol solution or a mixture

must be operated to hygienic standards

Other questions are related to manu-

of organic solvent and water until the

requires unique solutions. Systems must

facturing processes and facility needs.

final stages of the purification process

be put in place to minimize the risk of fire,

Oligonucleotide APIs are made using

to reduce the risk of microbial contami-

such as inert gases, fire-safe valves and

THE ATTRACTION OF OLIGO DRUGS

synthetic chemistry, but they are genetic

nation. In addition, although most oligos

interlocks and unidirectional airflows.

The global market for oligonucleotide

sequences that are ultimately formulated

are stable at room temperature, the cur-

Electrical components must be classified

therapeutics is expected to expand from

as sterile injectable products. Upstream

rent practice is to lyophilize (freeze-dry)

for use in areas with flammable solvents.

a value of $945.8 million in 2016 at a

chemical processing conditions prevent

the drug substance before formulation.

healthy compound annual growth rate of

microbial contamination through syn-

Formulation and fill-finish operations are

released in the event of a fire must be

8.6%.2 This strong growth can be attrib-

thesis and initial purification, but, dur-

analogous to those used for other types of

included, which can have a significant

uted to several different factors.

ing downstream processing, migration

sterile parenteral products.

impact on the design of a facility. It can

antagomirs, aptamers and splice-switching compounds.1

Containment

solutions

for

water

be particularly challenging to incorpo-

First, oligo drugs can be specifically

from solvent to aqueous solutions occurs,

designed to prevent or modulate the

eventually requiring sterile formulation

FLAMMABLE SOLVENTS PLUS STERILE

rate the necessary level of containment

translation of just about any gene, allow-

and fill-finish operations like those seen

PROCESSING

in facilities that are constructed within

ing for highly targeted treatment. Unlike

in a typical mAb manufacturing plant.

To manufacture injectable oligo drugs

existing buildings.

the bulk of biologic drugs (e.g., monoclo-
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In

the drug substance is synthesized on a

at the highest quality possible, a facility

For the formulation and fill-finish

nal antibodies [mAbs] and recombinant

CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS TO PARENTERAL

design must incorporate aspects of both

steps that involve water, measures must

proteins), which target proteins and thus

MANUFACTURING

small-molecule and biologic drug produc-

be taken to minimize microbial contami-

the downstream effects of diseases, oli-

Manufacturing plants for the production

tion plants. Such a facility must be able

nation, as in all sterile manufacturing

gonucleotides target errors in the genet-

of oligonucleotide drugs must be careful-

to handle large quantities of flammable

processes. Many manufacturers tend to

ic code — the root causes of diseases.

ly designed to address the very different

liquid and provide a suitable environment

be conservative and elect to use isola-

As such, many diseases that have been

needs of the upstream and downstream

for sterile formulation and fill-finish of

tors to ensure the highest level of quality

untreatable by conventional therapies

unit operations.

the final parenteral oligo drug product.

and patient safety.
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BECAUSE ONLY A HANDFUL
OF OLIGO THERAPIES HAVE
BEEN APPROVED, AN
INDUSTRY STANDARD
SPECIFIC TO THE DESIGN
AND ENGINEERING OF
OLIGO PRODUCTION
FACILITIES HAS YET TO
BE ESTABLISHED.

REGULATO R Y S P OTLIG HT

dozens of oligo projects, including the

their equipment will be installed properly

design and engineering of development-,

regardless of the unique requirements of

clinical- and commercial-scale (molar-

a specific project.

scale) plants. We have an understanding

Furthermore, owing to our experience

of the chemistry involved in the synthesis

with numerous oligo manufacturing proj-

of oligonucleotide drug substances and

ects, CRB has developed internal tem-

are able to communicate with our clients

plates that enable us to reach a funda-

about their processes. As a result, CRB is

mental level of design extremely quickly.

a partner that can hear and understand

Our template documents facilitate the

the needs of our clients and rapidly pro-

efficient implementation of oligo proj-

vide tailored solutions.

ects, which also helps our clients reduce

In addition, CRB has extensive expe-

their time to the clinic and the market.

Kshitij (TJ) Ladage

Market Research Manager
Nice Insight

SERIALIZATION

FDA Delays Enforcement
of Serialization Mandate

shortages of life-saving drugs.
As a result, the FDA announced that
they would not take action against manufacturers or packagers who fail to affix or
imprint product identifiers on packages
and cases or products that are packaged

P

rience in the design and engineering of

between November 27, 2017 and Novem-

both small-molecule and biologic drug

ber 27, 2018, essentially grandfathering

manufacturing facilities. We also have a

n late September, the U.S. Food and

standardized numerical identifier (the

such products as exempt from the law’s

deep understanding of the regulations

Drug Administration (FDA) issued

National Drug Code [NDC], which iden-

provisions.

that apply to pharmaceutical facilities and

a pair of draft guidances related

tifies the labeler, product and package

While FDA guidance documents are

to the implementation of product

size and type), lot number and expira-

not legally binding, they describe the

tion date.

agency’s consensus thinking on a topic

have been involved, along with regulators,
in various industry working groups and
Most upstream and downstream equip-

committees. Our multidisciplinary team

ment is stainless steel. In equipment con-

is able to leverage this knowledge for our

taining solutions with high chloride con-

clients and accelerate their projects. We

tent, where corrosion is a potential issue,

have established close working relation-

higher alloys are used. Tubing, gaskets

ships with leading equipment manufac-

and other soft equipment components

turers and gained their confidence that
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product identifiers on packages and cas-

products before reconstitution).1
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answer document further clarifying the

es of product before November 27, 2018.
CONCERNS ABOUT INDUSTRY READINESS

product identifier requirements aimed

THE DRUG SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY ACT

Ever since passage of the DSCSA, phar-

at facilitating standardization of both the

The DSCSA was signed into law on No-

maceutical companies and CDMOs have

human- and machine-readable formats.3

vember 27, 2013, establishing require-

pressed the FDA with concerns about

It remains to be seen whether enforce-

ments for product tracing, product

their ability to implement the significant

ment will truly begin after November 27.

identifier, trading partner authoriza-

changes needed across the supply chain

Many in the industry continue to express

tion and verification for manufacturers,

to ensure compliance with the act, owing

concerns about meeting that deadline

wholesale distributors, repackagers and

to a limited number of vendors with the

without disruptions to drug distribution

dispensers, with the goal of facilitat-

capabilities to provide needed informa-

networks, and there may yet be further

ing tracking and tracing of a product

tion technology and data management

delays before the FDA begins aggres-

throughout the pharmaceutical supply

systems, issues surrounding new manu-

sively

chain. The ultimate goal was to build

facturing and packaging equipment and

requirements.
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The Innovation Issue Feature

PART 1

Big Data in Drug
Development
and Discovery

This cause and effect realization brought

bases are significant and an obvious next

about by access to big data analysis is not

step in generating information for initial

an isolated case. In another study, which

lab research.

modeled time-stamped relationships of

Big data will quantify the needs of vari-

41.2 million classifications of diseases in

ous demographic populations. RWD es-

1.6 million patients, it was discovered that

pecially will be a tool for innovation, as it

diabetes preceded the diagnosis of Helico-

leads to a clearer understanding of how

bacter pylori infection (bacteria linked to

disease

ulcers), sparking questions about the link

is

expressed

across

patient

groups — and may also serve in ascertain-

between the the infection and diabetes.4

Data mining in the lab
could become the ultimate
diagnostic tool; if the data is
available and robust enough to
enable predictions, previously
unknown at-risk groups will
become more treatable.

ing risk and diagnosis. For example, the

New findings stemming from big data

Taiwan Health Insurance Database con-

analyses have the potential to completely

sists of more than 782 million outpatient

upend nosology — the system by which

visits. These visits were plotted in the Can-

diseases are classified — which has tra-

cer Associations Map Animation (CAMA).1,2

ditionally relied on correspondences in

CAMA is so extensive that it is actually

symptoms and anatomy. A recent study ex-

from large data sets and can be used to

able to predict risk factors and modifi-

amined pairwise genetic and environmen-

create leads and predict outcomes. The

ers. When put into practice, CAMA may

tal correlations of 29 complex diseases

company that is able to elevate AI in the

also be able to help researchers discover

using medical records of 128,989 U.S. fam-

lab will benefit from extreme cost reduc-

new approaches to treatments and form

ilies.5 While the data largely clustered into

tion associated with materials and re-

early-stage hypotheses faster. This is one

groups that matched the conventional no-

duced risks.

example of how targeted data application

sology reported in the current Internation-

Granted, data must be qualified to be

can lead to innovation in therapies and will

al Classification of Diseases (ICD-9), some

meaningful.6 As wearables become part of

likely change the way a disease is under-

results fell outside this taxonomy. Most

everyday life, with smart phones recording

stood and studied.

notably, migraine — which is most closely

personal health data daily, the amount of

linked with eye inflammation in a cluster

available data is increasing at a tremen-

of central nervous system and sensory or-

dous pace. Harnessing this data will be the

The Next Step for Innovation: Data Integration

lation taking them. As biologics grow in popularity,

Cause and Effect Research — Rethinking
Diseases through Data

gan diseases in ICD-9 — exhibited a tighter

next frontier in innovation.

Integrating data into the life cycle, from development

and cell and gene therapy candidates become viable

Data mining in the lab could become the

genetic association with inflammatory

Companies that are able to curate these

to clinical trials, commercialization and packaging,

options, harnessing data in the lab seems to be an

ultimate diagnostic tool; if the data is

conditions like irritable bowel syndrome,

data sets and apply the data will have an ex-

is crucial for the advancement of medicine, thereby

increasingly important element in the drug develop-

there and can be predicted, previously

cystitis and urethritis, suggesting that the

treme competitive advantage in drug dis-

making it more precise and effective. Data imple-

ment process.

unknown, at-risk groups will become more

existing nosology requires revision.

covery and development, as well as scale-

By David Alvaro, Ph.D., Emilie Branch, Cynthia Challener, Ph.D., Nice Insight

mented across the supply chain will offer more tar-

up and manufacturing. The search for the

treatable. A potential health issue can be

geted options for patients and contribute to an orga-

Data in Development

detected even before symptoms occur by

Diagnosis via Algorithm

right algorithm or AI is the new arms race

nizational bottom line by reducing or even eliminating

Outlets for RWD capture include electronic health

data mining for early risk factors. Again,

Data can be used as a tool to identify pre-

in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology

the guesswork involved in bringing drugs to market

records (EHR). The use of EHRs is a well-established

for this to be successful, the data must be

viously undiagnosed patients, even before

sector, as data mining will deepen our un-

and ensuring patient adherence. Ultimately, the chief

practice; however, combining and sharing records

available, which is why shared EHRs that

their symptoms manifest. Through the use

derstanding of disease and lead to better

challenge in harnessing big data as a tool for innova-

into a larger database that is then monitored by labs

transcend international borders are a fun-

of data mining and algorithms, research

therapies for a wider range of patients.

tion is its vastness.

might be key for the next wave of innovation and for

damental tool in the next wave of innova-

may be able to identify high-risk individu-

tion.

als, especially for disease indications that

Pharma is not the only industry working toward

health records to be used as a tool for progress. One

data integration as a means for improvement of pro-

such exemplary database is the Clinical Practice Re-

An example of this was gleaned by mon-

are less obvious. Data mining is also the

cesses and products — nearly every industry can ben-

search Datalink funded by the NHS National Institute

itoring the records of 25 million patients

least invasive way to determine a diagnosis.

efit from practical data analysis. However, as far as

for Health Research (NIHR) and the Medicines and

from the U.S. Veterans Administration. It

As a next step in drug development,

patient safety and public health are concerned, be-

Healthcare Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in the UK. In-

was discovered that those suffering from

EHRs and various data sets could eluci-

ing able to integrate data into all phases of the supply

formation generated from this source has resulted in

periodontal disease were 1.4 times more

date early signs of disease and previously

chain offers advantages throughout, starting in the

over 2,000 published works related to drug safety, as

likely to also have rheumatoid arthritis.3

unknown causal disease relationships,

lab and — most importantly — ending with the patient.

well as overall clinical guidelines and best practices.

This surprising relationship was previous-

especially in rare or novel diseases and in

data.” Comput. Methods Programs Biomed. 127:44-51 (2016).

early stages, through AI.1

3. Grasso, Michael A., Angela C. Comer, Dana D. DiRenzo,

1

Given the demands of patient-centric medicine,

Similarly, the Italian Medicines Agency — known as

ly noted on a smaller scale, with a correla-

real-world data (RWD) must be implemented to offer

Agenxia Italiana del Farmaco (AIFA) — has devised a

tion hypothesized; however, the big data,

more effective therapies targeted to the patient popu-

registry system for the purpose of RWD collection in

large-scale study was able to confirm it.

order to confirm that medicines are meeting their nec-

The data sample matched previous find-

The Future of Drug Development —
Deep Learning

essary targets; this includes approximately 120 regis-

ings, further substantiating the connec-

Artificial intelligence must be incorporat-

tries, with 80 medications monitored across more

tion between the two. Though this proves

ed into the lab in order to make data min-

than 50 indications. The information from this data-

that a higher incidence of one disease can

ing for drug development a real possibility.

base is widely shared — the data is available in over 21

be a marker for another, it has yet to be

If successful, AI can be used to diagnose

regions and in more than 1,000 hospitals. Over 24,000

determined whether aggressive periodon-

disease and predict drug efficacy and tox-

clinicians, 1,500 pharmacists and 32 marketing autho-

tal treatment will affect the occurrence of

icity. Deep-learning AI in drug discovery

rization holders are able to access the system, which

rheumatoid arthritis, and so forth.3

will be able to extrapolate key features

AI must be incorporated into operations
in order to make data mining for drug
development a real and pragmatic possibility.
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The IoT paints a picture of a not so distant tomor-

PART 2

Piecing Data into a Whole, Digitally

row in which smart devices are embedded in every

In order to put this big data into practice, however,

aspect of our world, communicating constantly and

an integrated platform must be built into operations.

exchanging information in a measurable way. Perhaps

Data with no grounding or context is essentially

the best example of the wide-reaching impact of the

meaningless — if it is not being used or translated

IoT put into practice is Google’s “city of the future” or

in a real way, then it is just a mass of useless infor-

“smart city.” The company is building a city that will be

mation. Dubbed “islands of data,” information that

entirely structured around device-to-person and IoT-

lives on its own without any link to the overarching

enabled interconnected relationships. Machine learn-

process cannot bring an organization the maximum

ing and machine connection will make it possible for

amount of integrated value through data generation.

this experimental city to update and upgrade itself in

Even if it is useful in practice with individual phases

real time based on user feedback and analysis of pat-

in manufacturing or development, there are bigger-

terns and behavior, picked up through tracking and

picture issues that are missing, with broader ques-

data analysis. Google’s smart city, known as Quayside,

tions yet to be addressed. This includes questions

is currently in development to be built in Toronto.2

about gaps in manufacturing, or lack of robustness,

Considering an entire city can be built on data and

the cost of downtime and the demand for different

algorithms, applying this model to the manufacturing
floor seems like far less of a stretch, while also offering
the same opportunity for efficiency and effectiveness.
Data built into operations can ideally self-correct and
re-route or transform processes in ways that may have
previously gone unnoticed. The ability to track commercial operations as they occur in real time presents
an unprecedented opportunity for cost savings and in-

Big Data in Drug
Manufacturing

creased efficiency on the manufacturing floor.

Data integration on the factory floor will
be achieved by relying on the Internet of
Things (IoT) — the interconnectedness of
everyday computing devices, enabled with
the Internet to send and receive data.

The Promise of Smart Manufacturing
Smart manufacturing put into practice holds tremendous potential. Data are already heavily embedded
in process development and optimization, though a

materials, as well as the production winner in a net-

plant remodeled to run on algorithms with an empha-

work of facilities.3 In essence, a central unifying plat-

sis on the IoT would take data integration to the next

form that is able to analyze, translate and predict data

level. Quality control teams must analyze and collect

going forward is crucial to remedying gaps in opera-

data at every step of the manufacturing process —

tions, connecting data islands and increasing yields in

from when the drug is still considered raw material

production.

Integrating Data in Drug Manufacturing — How
Data and the Internet of Things Will Impact and
Optimize Process

devices, although other estimates put this number

to its packaging and distribution — ensuring that it is

In an article in The Medicine Maker on “Embracing

closer to 100 billion.1 The IoT is a connected network

fit for human consumption and has been processed

the Digital Enterprise,” Bob Dvorak, Ph.D., Principal

that includes people and their relationships with their

correctly throughout the life cycle. This results in a

at BioPharma Data & Manufacturing Systems Con-

Integrating data from the drug development phase

tech and each other. Relationships fit into the follow-

tremendous amount of information, but it is not nec-

sulting, and Rick Johnston, Ph.D., Founder and CEO

through drug manufacturing presents an additional

ing framework: device to device, device to person and

essarily embedded in the organization, as it would be

set of challenges. As with drug development, the infra-

person to person.

in a smart facility.

structure needed to manage the data is a major hurdle.

In order to improve the accuracy and implementa-

The question of how to handle big data — and what to

Data with no grounding or context is
essentially meaningless — if it is not
being used or translated in a real way,
then it is just useless information. A central
unifying platform that is able to analyze,
translate and predict data going forward
is crucial to remedying gaps in operations,
connecting data islands and increasing
yields in production.

tion of data throughout the life cycle, smart devices

do with it — is a key concern when dealing with such a
high level of information on all fronts and throughout
all phases of the life cycle. Specifically, if big data is
integrated into manufacturing, it must be thoroughly
managed such that it contributes seamlessly to daily
operations.

Defining and Applying the Internet of Things
Data integration on the factory floor will be achieved
by relying on the Internet of Things (IoT), which is
defined as the interconnectedness of everyday computing devices, enabled with the Internet to send and
receive data.1 This network of smart objects is growing by the minute. Analyst firm Gartner estimates that
by 2020 there will be more than 26 billion connected
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must be employed. These devices will extend to ful-

Global loT Market Share by Sub-Sector

ly automated systems. According to Jack Schmidt,
SAP Life Science Industry Director, who spoke on
the trend of big data in an article for Pharmaceutical Online, data integration into smart facilities has
the ability to transform the entire industry.1 “With
the power of in-memory computing technology and
interconnected and automated systems, manufacturers now have the ability to analyze these massive
amounts of quality, environmental, and IoT-generated factory data,” wrote Schmidt. “Tapping into this
Big Data allows companies to build end-to-end pro-

■ Smart Cities
■ Industrial IoT

26%

■ Connected Health
■ Smart Homes

20%

24%
14%

■ Connected Cars
■ Wearables

7%

■ Smart Utilities
■ Others

4%

3%
2%

cess controls, resulting in higher-quality products,
more predictability, more efficient manufacturing,

SOURCE GrowthEnabler Analysis

and faster time to market.”1
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of Bioproduction Group, explained this

Investing in Data Integration in Practice

platform as a digital enterprise, includ-

Gathering this data is not necessarily go-

ing what is needed for its success.3 “The

ing to be easy, but the benefits are clear.

digital enterprise builds on the automa-

It must be a group effort, with the entire

tion systems you already have in place

life cycle uniting for the goal of improving

and allows users to see how a change in

process via data generation. Ultimately,

one area of the facility cascades through

automated IoT sensors and a complete al-

other processes and areas via a complex

gorithm that generates a cohesive picture

set of relationships and business rules.

of the data and process inefficiencies

Identifying the pattern of cause and effect

(and efficiencies) will be key to supporting

up front enables the business to see the

this type of next-generation facility.

impact of a change or adverse event not

Big data has already begun to affect

just on a single manufacturing area, but

pharmaceutical manufacturing, with com-

on overall metrics like adherence to plan

panies beginning to capitalize by employ-

and cost per batch,” they noted.3

ing these logistics in operations. An of-

“The foundation of the digital enter-

ten-cited case study involves a European

prise starts with capturing your process

specialty chemicals manufacturer that

knowledge to create an overall ‘map’ of the

employed neural-network techniques (an-

process that provides context for data.

alytics that mimic brain activity) in order

The map gets populated with data from

to compare production inputs and yields.4

your manufacturing runs, with knowledge

Certain sensitivities that had previous

from your experts and, coupled with your

slipped by the company’s notice were

historical data, provides a foundation of

pointed out. The company adjusted its pa-

certainty about what you will be seeing.

rameters according to these results and

This approach allows you to tunnel into

increased production by reducing waste

the unit operations in a meaningful way:

and energy costs.4

not mining data, but populating process

The results made possible by integrat-

models with actual numbers,” continued

ing data into production demand invest-

the explanation.

ment. This is exactly what is happening

3

The “islands of data” must
be closed by one system —
an integrated platform that
can unite production such
that it runs as a cohesive
digital enterprise.

hospitals and other healthcare facilities
achieving significant cost reductions of
“more than 10%, as well improvements in
conditions, growth in revenue by 30%,
and increase in patient access to services by more than 35%,” as a result of the
implementation of actionable data across
operations.5
The company that succeeds in successful data integration will no doubt benefit
across the life cycle; the challenge, however, is getting there. To achieve cohesive
data integration in drug manufacturing,
systems must be aligned. The IoT must be
implemented, with devices communicatgaps in production. The “islands of data”

Big Data Roadmap in the Healthcare & Pharmaceutical Industry: 2018 -2030

must be closed by one system — an integrated platform that can unite production such that it runs as a cohesive digital

Pre-2020

2020-2025

2025-2030

enterprise. This platform must be programmed to constantly upgrade and update itself, with company decision makers
relying on real-time data to create action-

Growing Investments in
Real-Time & Predictive
Health Analytics

Data-Driven Advances
in Drug Discovery &
Precision Medicine

Moving Beyond
National-Level Population
Health Management

Big Data in Drug
Packaging and
Distribution

outcomes by as much as 20% for certain

ing with one another in order to eliminate
5

The Innovation Issue Feature

able results and improve process yields
and manufacturing conditions, eliminate
cost and waste and generate a higher rate
of returns, to make the smart facility of
the future a reality of today.

P

Leveraging Data as a Business Solution:
Integration in Distribution
Integrating data into all phases of the life cycle means
there will be a measurable push in distribution and packaging, as much as in development and manufacturing.
Considering the FDA mandate for serialization, the agency is basically setting up the pharma distribution supply
chain for the next wave in big data. At its core, the mandate will make track-and-trace solutions, and therefore
data visualization, a must for the industry going forward.

The Track and Trace Mandate

This translates to a huge amount of data that must be

The move toward product tracking by the FDA involves

available and accounted for at all levels, as part of the

a number of elements, including information about all

FDA plan to make sure all drugs are trackable and trace-

parties that have handled a drug each time it is sold in

able in accordance with the agency’s ongoing serializa-

the U.S. market, as well as a wealth of tracing informa-

tion effort. After the serialization mandate officially goes

tion that is easily available and transparent.1 This tracing

into effect, only products with encoded product identifi-

information is defined as the drug product’s transaction

ers are to be bought and sold. This will take place on No-

information (TI), transaction history (TH) and transaction

vember 2018 for repackers, November 2019 for wholesale

statement (TS).1

distributors and November 2020 for dispensers. By 2023,

The TI includes all details about the drug, including

the FDA is pushing for enhanced product tracing at the
package level.1

Taking the data into context and using

as the industry becomes poised for data

name, strength, lot number, national drug code, contain-

these numbers to better inform strategy

integration on all levels: as a tool in drug

er size, number of containers, date of the transaction,

To prepare for the upcoming emphasis on track and

and thus turning it into actionable results

development and a pivotal stepping stone

date of the shipment (if more than 24 hours after the date

trace, manufacturers have altered their internal opera-

will lead to an overall improved process.

to precision medicine, as well as a way to

of transaction) and the business name and address of the

tions to make sure that they are compliant. In doing so,

For this to be a truly integrated system,

reduce the cost of drug development and

all process must be contained in the same

improve production and overall outcomes

digital platform. This platform must oper-

in manufacturing. According to a report

ate in real time to be effective, with deci-

by the firm SNS Research, big data invest-

sions made on the basis of the data gener-

ment is on track to grow at a compound

Enterprise.” The Medicine Maker. n.d. Web.

sures that the entity assuming ownership in the transac-

ated. All bases of data must be covered,

annual growth rate of 15% over the next

4. Auschitzky, Eric, Markus Hammer, Agesan

tion is authorized under the DSCSA (Drug Supply Chain

with data being combined to register what

three years and will account for more

Rajagopaul. “How big data can improve manufacturing.”

Security Act) and has received all transaction informa-

is or is not working and how, in order to

than $5.8 billion in spending by the end

bolster a bottom line and increase profit-

of 2020.5 The report also measured cost

ability.3

savings related to data integration, with
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all drug products must be serialized to meet the speci-

These data can then be applied at the machine level

on direct oral anticoagulant therapy.”7 The artificial

fications of the FDA mandate. To comply with these

and on to a management level, before ultimately being

intelligence platform was easily accessible on patient

outlined requirements, contract development and

shared and merged into a larger governmental data-

mobile devices through an app. The app visually iden-

manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) must add a

base network.

tified the patient and the medication through an algo-

unique 2D barcode (the GS1 DataMatrix) to their drug

Taking this into consideration, it is obvious that

containers.2 These barcodes convey the significant

the industry-wide serialization effort fits well within

attributes of the drug product and thus integrate

the trend of data integration. Serialization has forced

data into the supply chain.2 This is mainly being done

companies to modify internal operations to be more

to stop counterfeiting and allow only legitimate drug

data compliant, such that an outside organization can

products on the market, as a way to increase public

also read and recognize their data, which can then be

safety and health overall.1

gathered as a part of a larger framework. By mandating barcodes, the FDA has made sure that the industry

Considering Data — Implementing a Software
Solution and Managing Serialization

is considering data, going so far as to visualize and

For track and trace to be correctly implemented, a

on data for distribution to move forward.

implement it, so that packaging operations are reliant

rithm and confirmed medication ingestion.

Serialization has forced companies
to modify internal operations to
be more data compliant, such that
an outside organization can also
read and recognize their data,
which can then be integrated into
a larger framework.

The app provided patients with reminders and instructions for dosing. If a dose was taken late, a notification was triggered within the hour and before the
end of the dosing window. The app sent real-time data
to web-based dashboards where staff received an automated message if a dose was missed, late, or not
properly taken.7 The AI app data conformed to five
categories: 1) visual confirmation of ingestion, 2) selfreported dose via the AI app, 3) self-reported dose by
clinic staff, 4) missed dose and 5) dose taken in the
clinic.7

software solution is needed. A track-and-trace soft-

As Justin Schroeder, Senior Executive Director,

ware solution must allow data to be received and

Global Marketing & Design, PCI Pharma Services,

shared easily. It must also be used as an internal secu-

wrote in an article on “Ensuring Serialization Ef-

of 67% in patients taking DOACs and monitored by

rity check, confirming that all serial numbers are orig-

fectiveness” for Contract Pharma Magazine, serial-

the AI app — and confirmed by drug levels — demon-

inal and are accounted for within the system. An ide-

ization has put pressure on the industry to reform.

al system will go beyond the mandated requirements

“With the advent of serialization, and each package

safety and contributes to a burden in the industry.

ing to measure and maximize adherence…. Artificial

and manage the serialization data being recorded.

being unique, this systematic approach inherently

It is estimated that medication nonadherence costs

Intelligence platforms have the potential to accurate-

requires electronic data capture and submission to

the healthcare system between $100 and $289 billion

ly monitor medication ingestion and change patient

downstream partners,” wrote Schroeder. “Traditional

a year.5 Track and trace will play a part in assuaging

behavior.”7

coding techniques such as embossing/debossing, or

this issue, if not from a visual redesign that makes it

This experiment proves that there is no area of the

older inkjet technologies, do not provide a verifiable

easier for patients to understand their drugs, then

industry that data integration and AI cannot trans-

presence and resolution to be effectively verified

through more aggressive means, such as an ingest-

form. The implementation of data across the life

through modern vision inspection for code verifica-

ible sensor that is able to confirm if a patient has tak-

cycle will change the way drugs are developed, manu-

tion and subsequent commissioning and aggregation

en their medicine. This is an option that companies

factured and even adhered to. Data has the ability to

activities vital to Serialization implementation.”4

have already begun testing.6

impact the entire supply chain from start to finish. In

3

Timeline for Track and Trace Mandate

Jan 1, 2015
Manufacturers, wholesalers and packagers
required to provide and/or receive pedigree
for each transaction.

4-Years Post-Enactment
Manufacturers required to include a product
identifier number on each package and
homogenous case of prescription drug products.

6-Years Post-Enactment

Apps and mobile solutions are also being linked to

order for a pharmaceutical, biotech or facility engi-

medicines at the patient level. Again, this is adding to

neering company to succeed in the current and im-

a big data arsenal of real-time information regarding

mediate landscape, an emphasis on the future of drug

not only adherence, but also tolerability and side ef-

development and a heightened focus on harnessing

fects. The industry has reached a point where patients

the power of data throughout will be requirements.

can be accessed and communicated with at all times.

This will also signify a change in mindset and a shift

This will no doubt impact how trials are conducted and

in thinking from surface-level production and output

how drugs are made, but also how drugs are monitored

to theorizing around data that is driving production.

and how patient follow-up is performed once a drug is

Data points will be measured and utilized as part of

actually on the market. This will also provide a direct

a bigger-picture strategy that offers benefits for all

channel for doctors and providers to access patients

share- and stakeholders involved.

P

and monitor their treatment in greater depth.

Wholesalers required to accept or distribute
only prescription drug products that include
a product identifier.

Relying on Artificial Intelligence Throughout
the Life Cycle
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> CLINICAL TRIAL LOGISTICS

BREXIT STATUS

lated in another and packaged in a third.

Healthcare products Regulatory Agency

Brexit negotiations between the UK and

Many supply chains involve multiple coun-

(MHRA), the biggest contributor to the

the European Union look to be stalled,

tries with different import/export regula-

EMA with respect to consulting work. It

with critical topics unaddressed and ques-

tions. Without those regulations, however,

is unlikely that the EMA will continue to

tions unanswered. There are now less than

the risk that materials will be held up in

work with the MRHA. Replacement of

six months to come up with a deal — and

Customs — and have higher duties and tax-

lost knowledge once its new offices are

as importantly — for companies to prepare

es placed on them — is significant.

established in the Netherlands will take

Within the EU, drug products released

time. Consequently, reviews of new license

by qualified persons (QPs) in member

applications are expected to be delayed

A no-deal Brexit will mean elimination of

countries are accepted by the other mem-

for some time, extending the time before

the initially planned 18- to 24-month tran-

ber countries, including the UK — until

new drugs can reach patients.

sition period. The UK will exit the EU with-

next March. Once the UK is a “third coun-

out regulations or guidelines in place for

try,” drug products manufactured in the

BREXIT AND CLINICAL TRIALS

any industry, including pharmaceuticals.

UK will need to be released by a QP from

The UK is a leading market for clinical tri-

The UK government has issued guidelines

an EU member country. The number of

als. Unfortunately, Brexit is taking place at

for companies to prepare for a no-deal

available QPs is already limited. With QPs

a time when the EU is close to implement-

Brexit, notably that it will recognize drugs

in the UK no longer able to approve drugs

ing the Clinical Trials Regulation (CTR),

and vaccines that have been approved and

for release in the EU, there will be even

which provides a single application for

manufactured in the EU,1 but the EU has

fewer, and they will be in greater demand.

clinical trials run in EU countries.

not issued a commitment regarding drugs

Timelines for obtaining QP releases will be

Although the UK government has indi-

approved and produced in the UK.

extended, impacting the supply chain for

cated that “UK law will remain aligned

both clinical and commercial products.

with parts of the EU’s CTR legislation that

for the outcome of any successful or unsuccessful negotiations.

Serious concerns remain following

PREPARING CLINICAL TRIAL
LOGISTICS FOR A NO-DEAL BREXIT
> BY SASCHA SONNENBERG, MARKEN

Despite many discussions, no agreement has been reached on
the exit of Britain (Brexit) from the European Union. With less
than six months to go, it is increasingly possible that a no-deal,
hard break will take place on March 29, 2019. To prevent the
worst scenario — interruption of the supply of medicines to
patients in need — pharmaceutical companies must prepare
for all possible scenarios.

revelations of poor communication and

Nearly 400 marketing authorization

are within the UK’s control,” access to the

coordination between UK ministers and

holders (MAHs) with several thousand

central IT portal and participation in the

the National Health Service. 2 The UK gov-

drug products are registered in the UK.

single assessment model — the key bene-

ernment has asked pharmaceutical firms

These MAHs need to be reestablished

fits of the CTR — would require a deal with

to establish additional 6-week stockpiles

in EU member countries. Transfer of an

the EU.6

on top of their usual buffer supply for

MAH for a single product may take months

The UK may also become a less attrac-

drugs imported from Europe.1 Many com-

to complete. If not completed, the result

tive location for clinical trials. Research-

panies have formed Brexit task teams to

could be disruption of the supply of medi-

ers would need to submit separate applica-

develop a strategy and have already been

cines to patients in the EU.5

tions to run clinical trials in the UK and the

may not be able to achieve this goal in

MANY MORE CONCERNS

to innovative medicines. According to the

time. Manufacturing for some drugs is

The risk that drug products may not be

Brexit Health Alliance, citizens of Switzer-

already at full capacity, preventing any

imported into the EU from the UK follow-

land, which is not an EU member country,

additional stockpiling.

ing a no-deal Brexit is very real and could

often remained without drugs approved

Separately, the European Medicines

have a huge impact on patients. There is

in the EU for many months.7 However, the

Agency (EMA) has begun moving its offices

also the risk that medicines coming into

Model Clinical Trials Agreement enacted

from London to Amsterdam and expects

the UK — Europe’s largest pharmaceutical

in March 2018 allows a single model con-

to lose at least 30% of its staff.4 It is tem-

market — will be delayed due to issues with

tract for commercial research and devel-

porarily reducing its services as a result,

the supply chain or Customs.

opment to be used in England, Scotland,

including international collaboration on

Preparations to mitigate the risk of drug

the harmonization of global regulations,

supply interruptions place financial bur-

development and revision of guidelines,

dens on pharmaceutical manufacturers.

TAKE ACTION NOW

except those that impact urgent public

There are ongoing costs involved in pro-

Owing to the many hurdles posed by a no-

needs, and publication of clinical data

ducing and warehousing additional prod-

deal Brexit, pharmaceutical companies

packages submitted beginning in August.

uct, establishing locations in EU countries

and their supply chain partners can and

or the UK and transferring MAHs. The UK

should prepare by mitigating their sup-

PATIENT IMPACT

and EU governments are not bearing these

ply chain risks. Companies that use a QP

The ultimate impact of a no-deal Brexit

costs — it is the drug manufacturers and

in the UK but import products into the EU

will be to patients. Without regulations

insurers, which will likely contribute to

will need to conduct a risk assessment and

in place, a real risk exists that shipments

higher healthcare costs in the future.

identify any gaps that must be addressed.
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Wales and Northern Ireland.8

of drugs between the UK and Europe will

Access to talent remains uncertain as

An internal Brexit team comprising rep-

be significantly delayed or in some cases

well. It is unclear whether people from

resentatives from logistics, legal, quality,

halted.

other EU member countries will be able to

finance, human resources and marketing

work in the UK and vice versa.

should brainstorm potential impacts.

Modern pharmaceutical supply chains
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EU, and UK patients could have less access

taking action,3 but many smaller firms

are highly decentralized, with APIs manu-

There is also concern about the loss of

It may be necessary to establish a new

factured in one region of the world, formu-

input from the UK-based Medicines and

subsidiary or move existing subsidiaries
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PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANIES THAT
OUTSOURCE CLINICAL
TRIAL LOGISTICS ACTIVITIES
NEED A PARTNER THAT
RECOGNIZES THE
CONSEQUENCES THAT
CAN RESULT FROM
INEFFECTIVE CLINICAL
DRUG DISTRIBUTION,
INCLUDING LACK OF
PREPARATION FOR
BREXIT SCENARIOS.

Europe may no longer be able to provide

and provide alternatives for the storage

such services.9 Similarly, companies based

and distribution of clinical trial materials

in the EU may need to establish distribu-

to investigator sites.

tion hubs in the UK to support patients in
trials located there.
Any companies with trials underway in

THERE ARE NOT JUST RISKS, BUT
OPPORTUNITIES

both the UK and EU should ensure that

Did you know that the Netherlands has

sufficient supplies are in place in both an

the most progressive VAT deferment pro-

EU country and the UK to support patients

gram, under which the VAT does not have

in Europe and the UK, respectively. If

to be paid at the time of import? This can

their investigator sites do not have suffi-

have a positive impact on cash flow.

cient storage space to store the material

Marken has an established network of

locally, opening or utilizing a provider’s

GMP-compliant depots and offers stor-

depot as well as destruction services may

age

be necessary.

(Customs warehouse) and Roermond, the

locations

in

Frankfurt,

Germany

Netherlands, allowing customers to disTHE RIGHT LOGISTICS PROVIDER CAN HELP

tribute their clinical trial supplies to the

Pharmaceutical companies that elect to

EU and other regions and to benefit from

outsource clinical trial logistics activities

the Dutch VAT deferment program and the

need a partner that recognizes the conse-

excellent infrastructure at both locations.

quences that can result from ineffective

Our team of QPs and trade compliance

clinical drug distribution, including lack

experts can work with you to assess what

to EU member countries. Obtaining a legal

of preparation for any and all Brexit sce-

is needed to prepare for the results of the

sponsor or registration in the EU should

narios. Supply chain providers that spe-

Brexit negotiations.

be considered, and data storage and pri-

cifically focus on clinical trial supplies are

Pharma companies can take advantage

vacy laws should be reviewed. A QP in an

able to provide the depth of expertise and

of Marken’s extensive experience to estab-

EU member country should be identified

knowledge required to manage the move-

lish transition plans based on forecasted

and a site of importation selected. The

ment of drug products from the manufac-

changes that allow continued operations

possibility of shifting drug substance and/

turer to the patient — across borders and

post-Brexit, without interruption to their

or drug product manufacturing to an EU

continents and in the face of such chal-

supply chains. We can also design unique

country should also be evaluated. A site

lenging situations.

transport and distribution options using

for analytical testing in the EU may be

Supply chain solution providers like

our highly flexible UPS integrator service,

needed to avoid potential issues with sam-

Marken have worked on identifying and

our specialty courier capabilities and our

ple shipments.

mitigating potential risks and have devel-

hybrid solution combining the best of

companies

oped solutions that can help pharmaceuti-

both worlds into an optimized distribution

should carefully consider setting up clini-

cal companies assess the potential impact

strategy. Our experience with the export

cal trials driven by UK-based contract

of different Brexit scenarios, including

and import of diverse products around the

research organizations and through UK-

lengths of delay for medicines and other

world positions Marken to nimbly manage

based depots. In the event of a no-deal

critical materials. Those with global net-

the complex Customs approval processes

Brexit, companies offering packaging and

works and multiple locations within the

expected post-Brexit.

distribution operations from the UK to

EU can suggest alternative routing options

Going

forward,

pharma
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DRUG REPOSITIONING

Facilitating Drug
Repositioning with
Artificial Intelligence

of tools are currently available to support

be more efficient than traditional drug

different strategies. In silico modeling and

development approaches.3 Current soft-

target docking are often combined with

ware tools provide significant assistance

data mining of clinical reports, peer-re-

to researchers, but much of the success of

viewed and patent literature and genom-

drug repositioning depends on the ability

ic data; pathway mining; adverse-event

of those scientists to understand and use

matching; and gene-regulation mining.8,11

those tools and interpret the results they

Big data analytics, advanced modeling

generate. Applying AI to drug reposition-

software and high-throughput screening

ing greatly increases the efficiency of the

techniques are all employed.12

process. It has the potential to significantly reduce the cost and time required for
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Leveraging the thousands of approved

substances for the treatment

Development times for repositioned drugs

drugs and more than 4,000 compounds
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as much as 60% of those for new chemi-

forts is particularly valuable when target-

volves physical experimentation and drug

searchers on their own.9

development of new medicines. While

cal entities (NCEs).2 Approved drugs have

ing rare diseases.4 As many existing anti-

testing.5 This approach requires access to

the field has graduated from discovery

already been subjected to regulatory re-

cancer drugs cause significant negative

large libraries of compounds, which are

to purposeful evaluation using a range

view and have known pharmacological and

side effects, the repurposing of non-can-

of software tools, advances in artificial

safety profiles. As a result, expedited ap-

intelligence are expected to dramatically
improve predictive abilities.
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cer agents with minimal side effects into

is the most common method and involves

of AI programs to drug repositioning have
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proval is possible via the 505(b)2 approach

cancer medicines is also quite attractive.5

testing many drugs in parallel against a

been very promising. Biovista’s Project

in the United States or the hybrid approach

Advances in drug repurposing methods

small set (10–50) of animal models or cell

Prodigy AI has been successfully used to

in the European Union. Risk may also be

and access to genomic data is also making

lines. It is generally not systematic or com-

identify candidates in a number of disease

IMPORTANCE OF DRUG REPOSITIONING
Initially informal and generally serendipi-

lowered for repurposed projects. Notably,

it possible to develop personalized, repur-

prehensive, but can occasionally be suc-

classes. Repositioning even without AI can

phase III trials for products developed via

posed options in a systematic manner.6

cessful in identifying lead compounds.9

tous (considering side effects and off-label

505(b) 2–type approaches have higher suc-

In 2015, repositioned drugs were esti-

In silico drug repositioning includes

uses), drug repositioning (repurposing,

cess rates,3 and the approval rates for re-

mated to account for 25% of pharmaceuti-

a variety of methods involving computa-

recycling, etc.) is much more systematic

purposed drugs are close to 30%.2

cal industry revenues.7 The global market

tional biology and chemistry methods us-

3

than it was in the past and is achieved us-

Other benefits of drug repurposing in-

for drug repurposing is estimated to reach

ing data from a wide variety of sources.3,5,10

ing a broad array of tools, technologies

clude the potential to achieve longer life

$31.3 billion in 2020, growing at a com-

Systems biology approaches to drug repo-

and methods. This shift toward repurpos-

cycles and improved investment returns

pound annual growth rate of 5.1% from

sitioning consider the pathophysiological

ing was driven by recognition across the

because of shorter development times.

$24.4 billion, according to BCC Research.8

maps of diseases to identify targets for

pharmaceutical industry that leveraging

Rescuing previously failed compounds can

existing drug substances for different us-

lead to recovered R&D expenses and also
contribute to improved returns. Patent-life

CURRENT STRATEGIES
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that can hit those targets.5
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extension for still-protected drugs and the

edge-based drug repositioning5 approach-

tial for processing the large quantities of

the shelf — offers many benefits.

introduction of new patent protections for

es, researchers have developed many

information needed to enable systematic

off-patent drugs are also possible.

other methods and tools to assist with the

drug repositioning efforts. A wide variety
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> TARGETED ACQUISITION

WHY NICHE CAPABILITIES ARE IMPORTANT

with

contamination.

for a specific process can be challenging.

The pharmaceutical industry is a mature

Visual inspection of packaged products

It is therefore essential that pharmaceu-

sector facing significant challenges. If

is generally required. Aseptic spray-dry-

tical companies work with CDMOs with

drug manufacturers are to continue pro-

ing of poorly soluble APIs for parenteral

extensive experience managing many

viding novel life-improving and life-saving

applications eliminates the need for ter-

different processes that require differ-

medicines — at a fair price that still allows

minal sterilization but requires special-

ent levels of containment, including API

for profitable operation of the entire supply

ized capabilities.1

synthesis, granulation, tableting, product

> BY TIM TYSON, AVARA PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES

As APIs and drug formulations become more sophisticated, pharma
companies are relying heavily on contract service providers with
specialized capabilities. Two such specialized service areas of growing
importance in the industry are aseptic processing and high containment.
In order to create value for our customers and accelerate drug
development, Avara Pharmaceutical Services has strategically applied
our extensive experience and expertise in these fields.
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risk

of

chain — productivity and efficiency must

Finding the right CDMO partner for

be increased, and collaboration across

sterile manufacturing is crucial as inno-

the supply chain expanded and improved.

vators are being pushed to accelerate the

AN EXPANDING STERILE MANUFACTURING

These changes are needed at a time

development of novel drugs, which are

PORTFOLIO

when drug substances and formulated

increasingly difficult to sterilize.2 Person-

Avara Pharmaceutical Services provides

drug products are rapidly becoming more

alized medicines are more sophisticated

flexible development and manufacturing

complex. Continued investment in innova-

and sensitive — and are also produced in

for small-molecule API production and fi-

tion and the development of proprietary

smaller quantities. This has increased

nal product formulation, manufacturing

solutions that address the needs of current

demand for small-volume aseptic pro-

and packaging. Our initially acquired facil-

and next-generation therapies is essential.

cessing and requires more flexible and

ities support API and OSD manufacturing,

Specialized technologies that support the

efficient aseptic processing operations.3

and, in response to the growing market

processing, formulation and packaging of

Forward-thinking CDMOs are implement-

demand, Avara has made acquisitions to

highly potent compounds, controlled sub-

ing risk-based approaches to sterile man-

expand capabilities in sterile processing.

stances, poorly soluble drugs and sterile

ufacturing and packaging to ensure the

At our site in Liscate, Italy, which was

products are particularly important.

use of processes that provide the highest

acquired from Pfizer, we offer liquid and

quality and most reliable outcomes.3

lyophilized fill-finish of sterile injectable

Investing in all the resources necessary

THE VALUE OF COMPLEMENTARY
SPECIALIZED CAPABILITIES

minimal

transfer and fill-finish.

to maintain expertise and capabilities in

Not surprisingly, there is growing need

products. The facility has development

niche technologies is not economically

for specialized capabilities in sterile

labs and small-scale equipment, along

practical, even for large pharmaceutical

manufacturing. The fill-finish manufac-

with the capability to manufacture at com-

companies. As a result, drug makers are

turing market is predicted to expand at a

mercial scale, including products that

outsourcing to contract development and

CAGR of 8.6% from $2.96 billion in 2017

require high containment. Specific capa-

manufacturing

(CDMOs)

to $4.47 billion in 2022.4 The strong inter-

bilities include aseptic filling of ampoules

with a breadth of advanced, special-

est in parenteral formulations is attribut-

and liquid vials, lyophilization, terminal

ized and often proprietary technologies

able to the poorly soluble small-molecule

sterilization of ampoules and aseptic

that enable the development of optimal

APIs and the increasing percentage of

spray-drying. Aseptic powder filling in

synthetic routes and final formulations.

biologic drugs, most of which require

RABS will be offered pending validation

CDMOs with specialized capabilities that

injectable delivery.

of recently installed equipment, as will a

organizations

fully evaluate and characterize the solid-

range of packaging services.

state chemistry of molecules and facilitate

HIGHLIGHTING CONTAINMENT NEEDS

more efficient manufacturing, formulation

Aseptic processing requires containment

sterile manufacturing facility for inject-

development, clinical trial supply, process

to ensure prevention of contamination.

able medicines in Canada from Novartis,

scale-up and technology transfer while

Higher levels of containment are required

along with the adjacent Sandoz Develop-

enhancing safety and quality are essential

for hazardous reactions, including those

ment in Boucherville, Quebec. This further

to the pharmaceutical industry's future.

involving energetic chemistry. The manu-

expands our sterile processing capability.

Avara recently acquired the largest

facture and handling of highly potent

The site provides drugs to the Cana-

SPOTLIGHT ON STERILE MANUFACTURING

compounds requires specialized contain-

dian healthcare system (mostly hospitals)

Sterile manufacturing operations carry

ment capabilities with respect to person-

and to the U.S. market. The injectable and

more risk than non-sterile processes and

nel, equipment and facilities, in order to

ophthalmic products produced at the site

are typically more complicated. They re-

protect the drug product, the operators

are manufactured using unique process-

quire a sterile environment (cleanroom,

and the environment. Most manufactur-

es that require specialized expertise. The

isolator, RABS) and greater levels of test-

ing processes for oral solid dosage (OSD)

site has become an internationally recog-

ing. All equipment components used in

drugs require some level of containment.5

nized Center of Excellence for injectable

aseptic processes that might come in con-

However, containment does not only

tact with the ingredients and/or product

refer to closed systems and can be

Avara signed a long-term supply agree-

must be sterilized/sanitized before and

achieved in a number of ways.6 For potent

ment to maintain the same supply, qual-

after use.

products.

compounds, the occupational exposure

ity and service formerly provided by the

Injectable products must be sterilized

limit (OEL) is typically used to determine

facility and to provide development ser-

via sterile filtration or terminal steriliza-

the necessary level of containment. For

vices. Sandoz selected Avara to “continue

tion without impacting the quality and sta-

hazardous reactions, the potential ener-

to focus on helping patients in Canada to

bility of the drug product. Products requi-

getic release is considered. Selecting the

get access to the same high quality and

rizing lyophilization must be processed

most appropriate containment solution

affordable medicines.”7
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THROUGH THE TARGETED
ACQUISITION OF WORLDCLASS MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES FROM BRANDED
PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANIES, AVARA
IS BUILDING A
PHARMACEUTICAL
SERVICES COMPANY
WITH COMPLEMENTARY
OFFERINGS IN KEY
REGIONS.

chemistry, milling and crystallization, as

Avara has developed a robust process

well as expertise in chiral chemistry and

for the transition and integration of each

chemo- and biocatalysis.

new facility into our global network. We

The Arecibo facility in Puerto Rico offers

have a standard IT system and a transition

manufacturing and packaging capabilities

process that facilitates adoption of the

for OSD products, including high contain-

Avara culture and our cooperative collab-

ment. The facility has been operating for

oration. In addition, all of our customer-

over 35 years and has a track record as a

facing processes are standardized at all

compliant and reliable source of supply

locations.

for multiple blockbuster products.

Avara’s leadership team consists of

The Oklahoma facility has provided

industry veterans who understand the out-

contract services for OSD forms for over

sourcing market from both the customer

25 years, including development, commer-

and service-provider perspectives. We

cial manufacturing, formulation, analyti-

apply that understanding to every cus-

cal support and warehousing. The site has

tomer interaction, and are committed to

the capability to produce over two billion

creating value across the supply chain.

tablets per year.

We are committed to helping our customof drugs to the marketplace while meeting

Through the targeted acquisition of world-

or exceeding the strict regulatory require-

class manufacturing facilities from brand-

ments of the industry.

P

ed pharmaceutical companies, Avara has

CONTAINMENT CAPABILITIES

built a pharmaceutical services company

The high-containment capabilities in ster-

with complementary offerings in key re-

ile manufacturing are a strong addition to

gions. We are committed to expanding our

Avara’s containment capabilities installed

global network to ensure ever-improved

at our Shannon, Ireland and Avlon, UK API

efficiency, productivity and reliability for

1. Tiene, Guy. “Spray Drying Enhances Solubility and

sites for hazardous process chemistry —

our customers. We strive to maximize pro-

Bioavailability: Regulatory approval of the first aseptically

and at our Norman, Oklahoma and Areci-

duction while minimizing associated is-

bo, Puerto Rico facilities for highly potent

sues, serving customers at various stages

OSD products. In addition, we have the

of development and production and meet-

capability and systems in place at the Nor-

ing rigorous quality expectations and reg-

man, Arecibo and Boucherville sites for

ulatory requirements.

substances.

AT YOUR SIDE

ers succeed by accelerating the delivery
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

COMPLEMENTS EXISTING HIGH-

the production and handling of controlled

EXPERIENCE
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Avara is a full-service CDMO with integrated capabilities designed to meet

At these sites, Avara has systems that

customers’ needs in many aspects of

allow for quick changeover capability

drug development and manufacturing.

and flexible yet effective cleaning proce-

By offering end-to-end services and form-

dures. We also have similar equipment for

ing partnerships with our customers, we

small- and large-scale manufacturing and

help them reduce risk and simplify their

the ability to readily combine and con-

supply chains.
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nect additional systems/components for
new processes. All of the facilities have
proven track records and experience in
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For API production, Shannon offers dif-

For
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and support pre-clinical through phase III
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> GLOBAL NETWORK

NEW PARADIGM FOR INTERNATIONAL

of these countries recognize the potential

from a focus on compliance to an empha-

TRADE

value they represent to drug manufactur-

sis on quality culture. The agency has

International relationships are undergo-

ers and wish to also benefit. To do so, they

introduced new voluntary quality metrics

ing significant change, and the following

are requiring some level of local manu-

programs and encourages the use of tools

issues have particularly affected the phar-

facturing.5 In some cases, countries are

and technologies (design-of-experiment

maceutical industry:

offering incentives for localization, such

[DoE], quality-by-design [QbD], continu-

as higher reimbursement rates or favored

ous manufacturing, etc.) for quality to be

status in the tender process. In others,

designed into processes from the start.

++ Brexit: The UK will be leaving the European
Union (EU) in March 2019, whether the two
governments have reached an exit deal or
not. With negotiations stalled and only a
few months remaining, the likelihood of a
hard (no-deal) Brexit has risen dramatically.
In that event, no regulations or guidelines
will be in place for the import/export of
pharmaceutical materials (raw materials,
building blocks, advanced intermediates,
active pharmaceutical ingredients [APIs],
drug products and medical devices) for
clinical and commercial use. Drug makers
have been asked to extend their stockpiles
of medicines by at least six weeks to ensure
uninterrupted supply.1

RISK MINIMIZATION WITH AN
INTEGRATED GLOBAL NETWORK
> BY GWENAËL SERVANT, Ph.D., SERVIER

International relationships are evolving rapidly. In this time of constant
change and uncertainty, pharmaceutical outsourcing, while still offering
many benefits, may also carry added risk — unless the outsourcing partner
operates a highly integrated global network, has manufacturing locations in
key growth markets and brings decades of experience to the table.
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++ New Tariffs: Tariffs implemented by the
Trump administration in the United States
against long-term allies have unsettled longestablished international relationships and
raised questions about future collaborations,
though most economists see the impacts on
the U.S. economy as limited.2 Compounding
the issue is the U.S. withdrawal from various
international treaties, including the Paris
Climate Agreement and the Iran nuclear deal
(Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action).

only locally produced drugs will receive

Access to basic raw materials is also

public reimbursement. The latter is the

being affected. For instance, in an effort

case in Russia (with its Pharma 2020 plan)

to reduce pollution and improve the coun-

where only drugs on the Vital and Essential

try’s manufacturing base (Blue Sky Initia-

Drugs List that are produced in the country

tive), the Chinese government has shut-

receive government reimbursement.5

tered approximately 4000 facilities in the

Requirements can be related to all

last 12 months alone.8 As a result, supplies

aspects of the value chain, including

of some basic materials have become

research and development, clinical tri-

increasingly limited, which will impact

als and commercial production activities

pharmaceutical intermediate and API pro-

(drug product manufacturing and packag-

ducers that do not have comprehensive

ing). Some have requirements on the port-

sourcing strategies in place.

folio level (if a production process is localized for one product, then all products

MANAGED WITH AN ESTABLISHED

can be sold in Indonesia and China, for

GLOBAL NETWORK

instance), while others apply on the prod-

Relying on outsourcing partners may seem

uct level (Brazil requires local production

to be a risky proposition. However, collab-

for any product sold in the country, even if

orating over the long term with an embed-

this rule seems to be softened a bit lately).6

ded organization with decades of experience in the pharmaceutical industry — and

COMPLEXITY ON THE RISE

an integrated, global network of facilities

Rising complexity is not limited to changes

covering all aspects of the drug develop-

in international trade and global manufac-

ment life cycle — can help guarantee quali-

turing challenges. Drug substances are be-

ty and facilitate access to growing markets.

coming more complex, requiring a broader

Servier offers contract development

range of specialized chemistry and biopro-

and manufacturing services for drug sub-

cessing capabilities. Biologic drugs, from

stances and drug products across 11 sites

monoclonal antibodies to next-generation

throughout France, Spain, Italy, Ireland,

cell and gene therapies, are beginning to

China, Russia, Poland, Egypt, Morocco

dominate the pharma pipeline. The lim-

and Brazil. In areas where we do not have

ited solubility and bioavailability of many

our own facilities, we have established

new small-molecule APIs require more

relationships with reliable partners. This

advanced drug delivery solutions. All new

global network is embedded within the

drug products must assure convenience

Servier Group, a global pharmaceutical

and ease of administration to support im-

company with more than 60 years of ex-

proved medication adherence (while also

perience and a presence in 148 countries.

GROWING REQUIREMENT FOR IN-COUNTRY

deterring abuse and preventing the intro-

All of our CDMO services leverage the

PRODUCTION

duction of fraudulent products). These

Servier Group’s knowledge, quality culture

The growth of the global pharmaceutical

issues must be addressed at a time when

and support functions (regulatory, supply

market has been driven largely by the rise

pressure to reduce costs and accelerate

chain, finance, etc.).

of emerging markets, including Brazil, Rus-

new drug development are mounting.

++ The U.S.–China Trade Battle: The United
States and China have been engaged in a
trade battle for much of 2018, with each
country placing increasing tariffs on a
wide range of goods. While once again
the macroeconomic impacts on both
countries are anticipated to be minimal,3
the implications for international relations
across other issues and with other countries
remain uncertain.

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS FOR REDUCED

sia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS)

Quality expectations are also increas-

and Mexico, Indonesia, South Korea and

ing. Many pharmaceutical manufacturers

RISK AND ACCELERATED TIME TO MARKET

Turkey (MIST). These countries combined

in emerging markets7 — as well as some in

Servier’s services include clinical and

now account for approximately 20% of

the United States and Europe (particularly

commercial manufacture from lab to pi-

global pharmaceutical sales, with drug

facilities producing injectable products)

lot through scale-up to marketed product

sales expanding enough to double in just

— have received warning letters from vari-

manufacturing. Our global quality systems

five years.4

ous regulatory agencies due to quality and

management (QSM) infrastructure proac-

Access to these new markets is essential

cGMP compliance issues. The U.S. Food

tively assures the implementation of qual-

to ensuring consistent future growth. Many

and Drug Administration is also shifting

ity assurance/quality control (QA/QC) best
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DRUG SUBSTANCES
ARE BECOMING MORE
COMPLEX, REQUIRING
A BROADER RANGE OF
SPECIALIZED CHEMISTRY
AND BIOPROCESSING
CAPABILITIES.

practices at all of our facilities, resulting
in the implementation of the same quality
and management systems and advanced
technologies, including assay and validation techniques and systems, across the
entire network.
++ Quality: Servier takes a holistic approach to
quality, bringing people, process and policy
together to create an efficient, agile QA/QC
culture. We rely on a proactive quality system
review (QSR) process and have a “right first
time” ethic. Our global quality infrastructure
is augmented by the use of a QbD approach.
All of our facilities meet GMP requirements
and are approved by the FDA and the EMA.
++ Regulatory support: At Servier, regulatory
affairs (RA) is considered an operational
activity on the same level as our development,
analytical and manufacturing groups. Our RA
team is aware of the specific requirements
of different regulatory agencies, and we have
strong, collaborative working relationships
with all. All sites within the company are kept
up to date with new guidelines. One person
follows a client project from start to finish,
leading to the more efficient development of
high-quality regulatory dossiers and optimal
regulatory strategies.
++ Serialization: Servier expects approximately
80% of the markets we serve to have
serialization/aggregation regulations in
place by 2021. We have taken a centralized
approach, having established a corporatelevel serialization team in 2014 to develop
a centralized track-and-trace solution. An
organization is in place to maintain the
system at all sites in our global network.
The system is versatile enough to allow
for compliance with different countries’
serialization schemes for full compatibility
and connectivity with client systems. It
addresses the need for both serialization of
individual product packages and aggregation
of those packages into larger bundles.
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chromatography of highly potent
compounds, Servier recently expanded
capacity for the production of OEB 5 final
drug products in a dedicated unit in the
network.

CONTINUED INVESTMENT
Servier is committed to continuous improvement, from quality to operational
excellence

to

advancing

capabilities.

Between 2016 and 2018, Servier invested
€250 million in its global services network. Some of our latest advances are as
follows:
++ Preparative chromatography: In October
2018, we launched our new preparative
chromatography service, dubbed InnoPreP™,
which leverages the more than 30 years of
experience our team of experts has in this
field. The service encompasses the capability
for either continuous processing using
simulated moving bed (SMB) or 6-column
batch chromatography at lab to industrial
scale and can reduce time to market by as
much as three months. Our preparative
chromatography infrastructure at our
Bolbec site has been expanded to include a
dedicated 500-m2 space that includes a highcontainment area for the handling of highly
potent compounds, down to OEB 5.
++ Flow chemistry: Continuous manufacturing
is an alternative technology enabling the
design of optimal processes for a wider
array of processes. Flow chemistry expertise
resides within Servier’s Innovative Technology
Department, which works closely with
experts in chemical development, and we
are also developing our own flow chemistry
systems. The 100-mL plugged-flow reactors
allow effective development in a design
that is readily transferable to the industrial
scale, allowing rapid commercialization of
optimized processes. We already have one
dedicated, industrialized flow chemistry
process that delivers approximately 200 tons/
year of advanced intermediates.
++ Highly potent capabilities: In addition
to our new capability for preparative

++ Biologics facility: Servier is constructing a
new ~ €50 million facility for the production
of monoclonal antibodies and cell therapies
at our Gidy, France site. A portion of the
plant will be dedicated to projects conducted
in collaboration with universities. The first
bioproduction batches are scheduled for
2020.
++ Capacity and capability expansions:
Servier is currently adding a production unit
at our facility in Tianjin, China at a cost of
~ €50 million. The Biogaran subsidiary of
Servier Group acquired Nigerian drug maker
Swipha in 2017. We also added granulation
equipment and an encapsulation machine
at our site in Egypt. In Russia, we recently
made a €3.5 million investment in a new
encapsulation machine and tablet press. P
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> DESIGN LOGIC

HALO TECHNOLOGY

PREPARATIVE
CHROMATOGRAPHY
A pharmaceutical manufacturer with 60 years of
experience creates a technology brand for its preparative
chromatography capability, offering purification at
volume as part of its contract development and
manufacturing business.
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SERVIER BY THE NUMBERS

12
GLOBALLY RESPECTED EXPERTS
IN A 24/7 SERVICE TEAM

500m

2

NEW, DEDICATED FACILITY IN
NORMANDY, FRANCE

30+
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN
PREPARATIVE CHROMATOGRAPHY
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>  DESIGN LOGIC

S

ervier is a global pharmaceutical company

moving bed (SMB) technology, and high-containment

that has commercialized over 50 products in

capabilities that will enable Servier to handle highly

its six decades of experience, producing ther-

potent compounds down to OEB5.

apies that have treated 94 million patients

This further differentiates Servier, as virtually nobody

worldwide. From a truly global manufacturing footprint,

else has this capability at industrial volumes, combined

including drug substance and drug product facilities,

with flexibility to work with companies seeking to get

it distributes to 148 countries and produces 2.7 billion

their molecule moving very quickly and be first into the

units per year.

clinic. It was a driver for the decision to position it as a
trademarked halo technology offering, which will possi-

Positioning Preparative Chromatography as
a Halo Technology

bly be followed, in time, by other similar branded service
approaches that offer unique benefits to clients.

Servier is an independent company with its roots in non-

The InnoPrep™ positioning was developed through

profit-driven research and a commitment to therapeutic

a strategic process looking at market conditions, audi-

progress. Today, its turnover exceeds €4B, and its posi-

ence needs and Servier’s offering and strengths, and

tion of independence supports a commitment to reinvest

launch of the brand with supporting materials was

25% of revenue (excluding generics) into R&D. For 30

planned for CPhI Worldwide in October 2018. Materials

years — around half of the company’s history — Servier has

will support Servier’s objective to share with the market

been building, using and growing unique expertise in pre-

the opportunity that InnoPreP™ presents for companies

parative chromatography. Employing this exceptional pu-

to reduce their time to market by a significant number of

rification technology at its Normandy facility in France,

months, increase the purity of their compound, develop

with batch chromatography at small and large scales, it

HPAPIs down to OEB5 and better understand their pro-

was actually the service at the core of the first third-party

cess to inform their overall development — especially in

client project when Servier began offering contract de-

terms of the impurities.

velopment and manufacturing services in 2016.

INNOVATIVE PREPARATIVE CHROMATOGRAPHY

InnoPreP by Servier
™

OUR NEW CDMO SERVICE OFFERING GUARANTEED
TO SHORTEN YOUR TIME-TO-MARKET

• Get to your target molecule and into the clinic up to 3 months faster
• Optimize the purity of your APIs and intermediates
• Develop HPAPIs for oncology drugs faster, down to OEB 5

Visit us at
CPhI Worldwide
Booth 1J30

• Scale up small chromatography processes to industrial volumes
• Batch technology, continuous processing (SMB), and SFC
For more information, visit www.servier-cdmo.com or contact cdmo@servier.com

With its recognition as a highly desirable method of
purification for APIs and intermediates, and with Servier
having grown a globally renowned team of 12 experts who
are regularly invited to speak on the subject at events
worldwide, the company made a decision to invest in
expanded capacity and specialization and to create a
trademarked brand for its technology and approach. The

The InnoPrep™ positioning was developed
through a strategic process looking at market
conditions, audience needs and Servier’s
offering and strengths, and launch of the
brand with supporting materials was planned
for CPhI Worldwide in October 2018.

result of this is InnoPreP™.
To learn more about Servier and InnoPreP™ Preparative
Chromatography, visit www.servier-cdmo.com.

Why People Trust an Embedded CDMO
Innovators seeking a partner to take their molecule forward have the option of pure-play CDMOs or pharma
companies that offer contract development and manufacturing to bring efficiency to their infrastructure footprint while perhaps engaging with other innovators. The
attraction of the “embedded CDMO” is the ability to tap
into a big player’s unique expertise and the reassurance
of its long-term experience developing its own molecules, along with stability. Servier established its CDMO
offering as a standalone business in 2016, but this year
it has been repositioned back under the corporate umbrella —with the same benefits to outside partners.
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Connecting Customers and Providers

scale-up, which is where Servier’s new offering is perfect-

Servier’s InnoPreP™ technology offering and know-how

ly positioned for them.

Investing in World-Class Infrastructure

obviously appeals to mid-size pharmas who want or need

The Normandy facility is also a full cGMP production

Reflecting Servier’s culture to invest back into develop-

to move their project forward quickly to get into clinical

site specializing in development and manufacture of

ment, the company took the decision in 2018 to build

studies ahead of others — and who doesn’t? But it also ap-

APIs, and is part of an extensive global network of drug

a new, dedicated 500-m2 area and to launch the Inno-

peals to another group within the overall segmentation

substance and drug product facilities. So a further attrac-

PreP™ Preparative Chromatography offering. This will

that are targets. As mentioned above, Servier stands virtu-

tion on both sides for InnoPreP™ is the ease and efficien-

house the batch chromatography using the existing col-

ally alone in the uniqueness of this offering at industrial

cy in tech transfer, mitigating risk and leveraging direct

umn technology equipment, but it will also feature a new

volumes, but there are smaller companies that have the

process expertise by keeping the project with a reliable,

dedicated lab, continuous processing using simulated

technology at a non-industrial scale. And they need to

single-source partner.

P
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NEW DRUG NEWS

With the approval of Onpattro™, siRNA joins
the new generation of nucleic acid–based
drug classes — gene therapy, oligonucleotides
exon-skipping drugs — in development or
entering the marketplace for the treatment of
rare diseases that address the causes rather
than the symptoms of these conditions.

Regulatory Approval
Brings siRNA into the
Rare Disease Toolbox
BY DAVID ALVARO, Ph.D., NICE INSIGHT

root cause, enabling us to arrest or reverse

medical needs, receiving Fast Track, Pri-

a condition, rather than only being able to

ority Review, Breakthrough Therapy and

slow its progression or treat its symptoms.

Orphan Drug designations owing to its

New technologies like RNA inhibitors, that

novel mechanism and the rarity of the tar-

alter the genetic drivers of a disease, have

geted disease.

the potential to transform medicine, so we

Onpattro™ was developed and is market-

can better confront and even cure debili-

ed by Alnylam Pharmaceuticals, a U.S. bio-

tating illnesses.”1

pharmaceutical company focused on the

Onpattro™ comprises patisiran — an si-

development of RNAi-based therapeutics.

RNA targeting TTR mRNA — encapsulated

The company has a pipeline of products vy-

in a lipid nanoparticle to ensure delivery

ing to follow the path blazed by Onpattro™

of the drug to the liver via infusion, where

that target rare conditions, including acute

it disrupts production of abnormal TTR

hepatic porphyrias (givosiran), hemophilia

protein, reducing the formation of amyloid

(fitusiran) and homozygous familial hyper-

fibrils and deposits. Its efficacy was dem-

cholesterolemia (inclisiran).

P

onstrated in a global phase III clinical trial

Onpattro™ Secures FDA Approval

dosis generate abnormal, misfolded TTR

of action that reduces the production of

and other foreign genetic material and in

(APOLLO) of 225 patients, in which patients

In August 2018, the U.S. Food and Drug

proteins in the liver that cluster together

the aberrant TTR protein that drives hAT-

downregulation of endogenous genes, par-

in the treatment arm showed better out-

Administration approved Onpattro™ (pati-

and accumulate as amyloid fibers and, ul-

TR amyloidosis, thereby treating the root

ticularly for morphogenetic timing and the

comes on measures of polyneuropathy —

siran) infusion for the treatment of stage

timately, deposits in diverse tissues and

cause of the disease. siRNA comprises

maintenance of stem cells in an undiffer-

including autonomic symptoms, pain, sen-

1. FDA approves first-of-its kind targeted RNA-based therapy

1 or stage 2 polyneuropathy of hereditary

organs that disrupt normal functioning.

a class of natural double-stranded RNA

entiated state.

sation and muscle strength — than those

to treat a rare disease. U.S. FDA. 10 Aug. 2018. Web.

transthyretin-mediated (hATTR) amyloi-

deposits

molecules that were first discovered by

In the intervening decades, siRNAs have

who received placebo infusions (modifica-

dosis in adults.1 This approval broke new

commonly affect the peripheral nervous

geneticist David Baulcombe’s group in

been widely used in the laboratory to study

tion in the Neuropathy Impairment Score

ground on two different levels: it is the first

system, resulting in nerve damage — poly-

plants in 1999.4

the effects of knocking down a gene prod-

+7 over baseline at 18 months).

approved treatment for peripheral nerve

neuropathy — causing symptoms that

Since then, siRNAs have been shown to

uct, particularly in model systems (e.g.,

Approval of Onpattro™ leveraged mul-

disease caused by hATTR and the first drug

range from loss of sensation to pain and

operate in post-transcriptional gene silenc-

Caenorhabditis elegans and mammalian

tiple FDA processes designed to expedite

in the class of small interfering ribonucle-

ultimately immobility in the extremities.

ing as part of a broader endogenous mech-

cells) that are not tractable for convention-

development and review of drugs target-

ic acid (siRNA) to receive FDA approval.

TTR-associated amyloid deposits in other

anism called RNA interference (RNAi).

al gene disruption, as well as to assess the

ing serious conditions that fill unmet

The FDA approval was followed in Sep-

organ systems can cause autonomic dys-

RNAi occurs when an siRNA separates

role of essential genes. However, until now,

tember by a marketing authorization from

function, cardiomyopathy, glaucoma and

into single-stranded RNA molecules that

they have not been used for the treatment

the European Medicines Agency; an NDA

other ocular disorders, kidney dysfunction

bind to the mRNA of an individual gene via

of disease in humans.

marketing application has since been sub-

and progressive dementia.

complementary base pairing. This hybrid

The

pathological

amyloid

As is the case for many rare diseases,

RNA recruits the RNA-induced silencing

Promising New Drug Classes

treatment for patients with hATTR amy-

complex (RISC), which digests the mRNA,

With the approval of Onpattro™, siRNA

Hereditary ATTR Amyloidosis

loidosis has focused on the management

preventing translation into a protein.

joins the new generation of nucleic acid–

Hereditary ATTR amyloidosis is a rare

of the specific symptoms that present in

At the time of its discovery, RNAi rep-

based drug classes — gene therapy, oligo-

autosomal dominant condition associ-

an individual patient. Until now, the only

resented a novel paradigm of cellular

nucleotides and exon-skipping drugs — in

ated with over 120 different mutations in

treatment that addressed the cause of the

control of gene expression, since control

development or entering the marketplace

the transthyretin gene (TTR) and affects

disease itself was liver transplantation, but

was believed to occur before transcrip-

for the treatment of rare diseases that ad-

about 50,000 people worldwide. TTR is a

that is only suitable for a subset of patients.

tion (e.g., transcription inhibitors, gene

dress the causes rather than the symptoms

silencing and chromatin modification) or

of these conditions. As FDA Commissioner

mitted in Japan.2,3

transport protein that carries the thyroid
hormone thyroxine and retinol in blood se-

Silencing via siRNA

after translation (e.g., targeting proteins

Scott Gottlieb noted, “This approval is part

rum and cerebrospinal fluid. The gene mu-

In contrast, as a first-in-class siRNA drug,

for degradation). RNAi plays a role in cellu-

of a broader wave of advances that allow

tations in TTR that cause hATTR amyloi-

Onpattro™ presents a unique mechanism

lar immunity against viruses, transposons

us to treat disease by actually targeting the
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT
Biotech Finds Cash in China
Chinese venture capital funds increase dollar investments in private U.S.
biotech companies
$1.5 B
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Chinese Capital Backs
U.S. Biotech
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BY EMILIE BRANCH, NICE INSIGHT

China’s investment in the U.S. biotech sector has
had a noticeable impact on the industry. So far,
Asian investment has accounted for $4.2 billion
in private biotech, or 43%. Considering that in
2016 this amount was just 11% in total, the rise
in foreign venture capital dollars backing U.S.
biotech is significant, to say the least.1
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many Chinese biotechs still lag behind
their U.S. peers in terms of the quality

February. Likewise, Pennsylvania-based

and the pipeline of products,” Jonathan

Harmony Biosciences LLC, which works

Wang noted. 3

on CNS disorders such as narcolepsy, re-

Given the amount of Chinese capital,

ceived $295 million from Nan Fung Life

the growing interest in the segment and

Sciences, which is the investment arm

the sheer amount of biotech start-ups, the

of Hong Kong conglomerate Nan Fung

market feels unlimited. “China has an in-

Group.3

satiable appetite for access to the biotech

GRAIL Inc., an early-stage cancer-de-

area,” Joel Marcus, chief executive offi-

tection company based in Menlo Park,

cer of Alexandria Real Estate Equities, a

California, raised $300 million in a Se-

life-sciences real estate investment trust

ries C funding; this investment was led

that has a biotechnology venture-capital

by Ally Bridge Group, a Chinese health-

arm, also told Bloomberg. “I don’t think

care fund. Similarly, TCR2 Therapeutics,

there’s going to be any shortage of Chi-

techs for a shared goal of developing

an immuno-oncology company based in

nese capital.”3

ment backing. One of the plan’s overarch-

medicines, both nations are relying on the

Cambridge, Massachusetts, was granted

ing goals is for China to position itself as a

life-saving promise of these treatments.

$125 million in Series B funding that was

key global player in pharma; in 2012, China

Aside from a biotech “gold rush,” in which

co-led by Pacific-focused investor 6 Di-

surpassed Japan to become the second

relatively small firms are granted multi-

mensions. In all of these situations, Chi-

largest global drug market; it is second

billion dollar valuations, whatever thera-

nese funding poured into a nascent-stage

only to the United States.1 Beijing, in par-

pies are developed in the United States

U.S. biotech is the common denominator.1

ticular, is hoping to become a leader in new

will also be shipped cross the Pacific and

medicines. The city has flooded capital

made available for Chinese patients.

a key example) to receive greater govern-

1. Respaut, Robin. “As China builds biotech sector, cash
floods U.S. startups.” Reuters. 23 Sep. 2018. Web.

Take it to the Limit

2. Hancock, Tom. “Chinese investment into US biotech startFloods U.S. Biotech as Beijing Chases New Cures. Bloomberg.

ups soars.” Financial Times. 1 Jul. 2018. Web.

into U.S. start-ups in the hopes that some-

“If you can cure cancer in New York,

“It makes a lot of sense (for Chinese funds)

thing will take off and even lifted tariffs on

why not cure cancer in Shanghai as well?

to look at U.S. biotech firms especially as

foreign cancer drugs beginning May 1.2

You cannot think of a reason,” Jonathan

3. Spalding, Rebecca, Emma Ockerman. “Chinese Money
18 Apr. 2018. Web.

The Made in China 2025 campaign, cou-

Wang, senior managing director and
co-founder of the Asia fund at OrbiMed

sive push is, simply, returns.

contributing to the charge. In China, it’s

Hong Kong stock exchange, has created

Advisors LLC, a healthcare investment

Emilie Branch

Chinese investors have expe-

not rare for companies that haven’t even

a perfect storm for cash flow into the U.S.

firm that backs early biotech companies

Strategic Content Manager, Nice Insight

rienced tremendous profits

started clinical trials to receive a $400

biotech sector. According to the new rule,

in both China and the United States, told

in biotech and are now turn-

million backing.1

any biotech organization around the world

Bloomberg. “Collaboration is a main trend

can be listed on the exchange — includ-

and goal.”

higher margins in the comparatively under-

Made in China 2025

ing those without any revenue. Aside from

valued sector.

3

The sharp upsurge in investment in U.S.

bringing biotechs together in one place, in-

Meet the Winners

The realistic value of these companies

biotech is a result of the Made in China

vestors are given the opportunity to invest

Among the major winners to come out of

or whether they can prove their worth is (at

2025 campaign. This campaign heightens

(and cash out) with relative ease.1

the early stage of Chinese biotech invest-

least for now) not the focus — these start-up

the development and promotion of biotech

biotechs are lucrative because of what they

as a powerful and emerging industry, allow-

More than a Gold Rush

pany relying on messenger RNA in drug

might become. Investment terms are de-

ing innovative industries (biotechs being

Of course, by partnering with U.S. bio-

development. The company is now worth

Q4 2018

ment is Moderna Therapeutics, a com-
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

What innovative technologies
had the greatest impact on your
company this year? What were
the impacts?

G

reen chemistry is at the forefront of
minds within the chemical industry,
and utilizing our enzyme technology
is becoming the norm rather than
the exception. Within Arran Chemical Company
(acquired by Almac in 2015), our AdaPT (Arran
Deploys Advanced Product Technologies) strategy
and through a multi-million Euro investment and
application of our selectAZyme™ technology, we
have remained at the forefront of innovation to
ensure our customers receive best-in-class solutions. Our team has researched more than 30 projects in the last year involving multi-disciplinary
research on enzyme optimization and chemical
process design. Another key milestone was winning the Irish Industrial Chemistry Award for the
achievement of complete commercialization of
an enzyme immobilization process involved in a
medical device destined for the U.S. market.
2018 also saw Almac launching our High Throughput GMP Peptide facility manufacturing neoantigen-derived peptides — branded by Almac as
NeoPeptides™ — for use in the production of
patient-specific, individualized cancer vaccines.
Speed is critical within this therapeutic context,
as the entire supply chain is focused on minimizing “needle-to-needle” time (i.e. the time between
the initial patient biopsy and the ultimate vaccine
administration). Almac Sciences’ experts have
been associated with the individualized cancer
vaccine field for several years, and its facility and
systems have been set up to enable fully GMP
compliant manufacture and release
of 20–30 GMP peptides within
less than three weeks.
Mike Cannarsa, Ph.D.
Director of Business
Development, Almac Sciences
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Colorcon continues to provide solutions for
pharmaceutical technology and manufacturing
trends to meet the industry needs for coating
flexibility and productivity while addressing
patient adherence by making tablets easier
to swallow.
Opadry® QX Quick and Flexible Coating cuts across technology barriers and
equipment limitations, delivering production efficiency across all coating equipment. This advanced system greatly reduces preparation and coating times,
ensuring process efficiency and cost savings in all types of equipment — from
traditional pans to continuous coating equipment — while still delivering color
uniformity and a high-quality finish. The high productivity and flexible coating
conditions reduce the exposure time of the product to the rigors of the coating process, and therefore temperature- and moisture-sensitive drugs are better
protected.
In an environment where the senior population is on the rise and more people
are taking multiple medications and dietary supplements (some of which are
large tablets and capsules), swallowability is a growing concern. Regulatory agencies around the world now provide guidance regarding the importance of tablet
coating, not only to address differentiation by use of colors, but also to ease the
swallowing of tablets and capsules and improve patient safety and compliance.
Through extensive research and development, Colorcon has developed and
recently launched Opadry® EZ, Easy Swallow Film Coating System, which is a
new innovative technology to address the difficulty faced
by many patients in swallowing oral solid dosage forms.

Ali Rajabi-Siabhoomi, Ph.D.
Vice President/Chief Scientific Officer, Colorcon
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A

s a busy CDMO, we are always
looking for new opportunities
to expand our toolbox, and this
year was no different. There are
several reasons for this. The first is to make
development of cGMP materials faster,
cheaper and more efficient for our sponsors.
To that end, we carefully evaluate new technology exhibited at the industry meetings
we attend. For example, this year we have
augmented our capabilities in cryogenics,
micronization, large-scale chromatography
and lyophilization, to name just a few.
And we are not just looking for new technology and equipment to add. We are also constantly developing and evolving new chemistry and new techniques that we can use to
solve similar problems on future projects.
That’s how we came up with products such
as medical-grade azelaic acid.
As a result of our expertise in GMP polymers and our ability to scale up quickly, our
biggest area of growth this year has been
in the polymer space, at the intersection
of active ingredients and material science.
We are one of the few CDMOs with dual
expertise in both cGMP API development
and cGMP polymerization. Our customers,
ranging from small companies to the largest
pharmaceutical and medical device companies, are benefitting from the efficiencies
inherent in these combined proficiencies.
This year saw marked growth in our cGMP
manufacturing for pharma foods. These
food products for human and veterinary
markets contain pharmacological additives
meant to improve health. Regulated by the
FDA, pharma foods must be produced under cGMP and are only available by prescription. Pharma foods are a new frontier that is
blurring the lines between pharmaceutical
companies and food companies. The sector
is wide open to innovation, and companies
from Nestlé to Abbot Labs are jumping in.
Many others, large and small, are too.

Ed Price
President and CEO,
PCI Synthesis

Although continuous flow has been utilized in similar
industries for over a century, the pharmaceutical industry
has been slow to adopt this technology for a variety of
historical and regulatory reasons.
The strategic initiative made by Cambrex to develop a continuous flow Center of Excellence in High Point, NC aims to strategically fill the shortfall of continuous flow process
development capabilities within the CDMO industry supporting the pharma industry.
The intent here is to leverage its use with the trend of higher-potency materials and
niche indications, all of which require smaller overall production volumes. Additionally,
Cambrex recognizes that a significant population of clients are seeking continuous flow
to be incorporated for production of their early clinical candidates, whether to solve key
issues with hazardous intermediates, purity concerns or instability of bulk intermediates on scale.
The recognized advantages of a continuous flow process lie in the ability to carefully
control both the quality and consistency of the API being produced, with a much lower
long-term capital investment. Cambrex’s investment brings this capability to the clinical
production space and allows for rigorous development of robust continuous flow processes that can be readily developed and scaled up to commercial manufacturing sites.
The final flow process is developed faster, due to a reduction in scale-up time frames
and technical transfer hurdles, while still enabling increased safety and product quality.
Process development work undertaken at High Point can now be seamlessly transferred to any site within the Cambrex global network for commercial
manufacture, and another practical advantage is that the development skids can be easily truck-transferred to the commercial site to
reduce timing to commercialization.
Shawn Conway, Ph.D. Director of Engineering, R&D, Cambrex High Point

The low cost and availability of IoT (internet-of-things) technology continues to
have a significant impact on our company this year. Snapdragon develops chemical
manufacturing processes that rely on the integration of a wide range of mechanical
and electronic components. We use IoT technology to coordinate the working of complex flow systems. We are also able to continuously harvest rich data sets from these
systems with IoT-enabled sensors and process analytical technologies (PAT). This
combination of automated equipment and sensors in our laboratory systems enables
automated experimentation. We can rapidly perform large numbers of experiments
and gather incredibly rich data sets from every experiment. This capability delivers
much greater process knowledge and leads to more rapid process development and
ultimately more efficient and controlled processes for drug substance and fine chemical manufacturing.
By leveraging efficient and simple programming languages, such as Python and
HTML, along with open-source code, IoT has allowed us to design
highly automated and easy-to-use tools for lab- and pilot-scale
chemical process research. These tools, in combination with
well-engineered flow reactors, are delivering accelerated process
development cycles and right-first-time scale-up.
Matthew M. Bio, Ph.D. President and CEO, Snapdragon Chemistry, Inc.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Looking forward, what new technologies
/paradigms do you anticipate having the
greatest impact next year (digitalization
and Industry 4.0, serialization, etc.)?

In the next 12 months, we
are moving from automated
experimentation to autonomous
experimentation. Snapdragon
is connecting our automated
research reactor to optimization
algorithms that will carry out selfdirected experimentation to seek
optimal reaction conditions using
real-time feedback from in-line
PAT. Autonomous optimization
of chemical reactions will further
accelerate the development of
scalable, robust manufacturing
processes. In the next 12
months, we will be expanding
the capability for automated/
autonomous experimentation
to speed up discovery of new
molecules using methods that
are scalable-by-design.

Matthew M. Bio, Ph.D.
President and CEO,
Snapdragon Chemistry, Inc.
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T

o help counter the growing problem of counterfeit,
diverted and adulterated medicines around the
world, Colorcon is working with Applied DNA
Sciences to advance an anti-counterfeiting authentication
technology that will be suitable for on-dose application.
This seamless solution integrates Applied DNA’s
SigNature® molecular tags into Colorcon's film coating
systems, which will provide the opportunity for
pharmaceutical companies to apply them to their tablets
and capsules.

One of the major reasons
PCI Synthesis agreed to being
acquired by Novacap is the
growing demand, which will
continue next year, for technologies
and services associated with
continuous manufacturing, flow
chemistry and high-volume/
high-pressure capabilities.

A

nother area of growth next year will be in combination drug–medical device products, which are
growing at a CAGR of 7.9%, according to analysts,
with the market expected to reach USD $177.7 billion within a few years. This trend of integrating active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) with medical devices continues
to address various unmet medical needs and has created a
demand for medical-grade cGMP polymers. Some examples
of combination products include implantable drug pumps,
drug-eluting stents and estrogen-laden vaginal implants.
Given their facilitation of reduced treatment duration for
patient convenience, cost efficiency and improved efficacy,

new combination products continue to be developed. Consequently, we expect growth in demand for cGMP polymers to
accelerate next year.
The burgeoning market for cGMP pharma foods is also
expected to continue growing at a fast clip next year. What
distinguishes pharma foods from nutraceuticals is that they
cannot be bought over the counter: pharma foods must be
prescribed by physicians and distributed by pharmacists.
Molecules are becoming increasingly complicated, and that
trend will continue. As a result, next year will likely see continued strong growth for CDMOs, which is due in part to the
increased difficulty, cost and need for specialized expertise
in developing tomorrow’s APIs. Whereas, a few years ago,
development of many APIs required just a few chemical
steps, it is not uncommon today for the API development
process to require many more steps than before. Getting
from one step to the next adds considerable time to the
development process at the same time that sponsors are
under increasing competitive pressure to bring new drug
candidates to market quickly. Next year promises to be a
more challenging — and more rewarding —
year for the CDMOs that can evolve to
meet these market needs.

Ed Price
President and CEO, PCI Synthesis

Applied DNA molecular tags will provide traceability for audits and law enforcement and, perhaps most importantly, confirmation of the authenticity of the drug
product to the patient and all those in the supply chain, including the pharmacist,
the drug distributors and the manufacturers.
Colorcon has been granted the exclusive worldwide right to use Applied DNA’s
molecular tags and associated authentication technologies in film coatings for
oral solid dosage form (OSD) applications, for which Colorcon is the largest global
supplier, and non-exclusive rights to use the company’s technologies in inks and
colorants for OSD applications.
Applied DNA Sciences SigNature molecular tags and authentication technologies
provide a valuable addition at a time when regulators are demanding that the industry implement serialization in order to track packaging. The technology provides a
significant further step by enabling traceability at the level of single-unit OSD, and it
is complementary to the provisions of the Drug Quality and Security Act.
Colorcon has wide pharmaceutical experience and knowledge relating to global
regulatory compliance and holds representation with key
industry associations, which will support companies’
implementation of this technology to their products.
Ali Rajabi-Siabhoomi, Ph.D.
Vice President/Chief Scientific Officer,
Colorcon
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Neoantigen-derived vaccines have
become a major new strategy within
oncology as researchers look to harness
the body’s own immune system to
fight cancer. The treatment platform
is completely individualized. Almac is
very excited to be at the leading edge of
this revolutionary approach to immunooncology. The systems and capabilities we
have established are world-leading, but our
vision goes beyond today’s performance,
and we already have clear plans for how
to deliver higher capacity and faster
manufacturing rates.

Within our excellent enzyme capabilities, we are continually offering clients solutions that are economical, safe, scalable and high quality through the application of technology. We are fully committed to new technologies around
biotransformations, catalysis and flow chemistry. The technology-driven process has proven to increase process scalability and lower the cost of goods, allowing us to compete
at the world stage. Flow chemistry will be a key tool within
our chemical toolbox, and we are excited to offer this to our
customers in the very near future.

Mike Cannarsa, Ph.D.
Director of Business Development,
Almac Sciences
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 Nice Insight and the Pharma’s Almanac editorial team would like to thank all the companies participating in this

quarter’s edition. The following are the profiles of the industry-leading companies that have appeared in this issue.

S PE CIAL THANKS TO:
Avara Pharmaceutical Services was
founded by a team of industry veterans
who, through personal experience, understand both sides of the contract manufacturing market. A state-of-the-art contract
development and manufacturing organization, Avara provides API and bulk drug formulation and manufacturing as well as primary and secondary packaging services for
solid dose drugs, including highly potent
compounds. The company’s manufacturing technologies include granulation, coating, blending, encapsulation, compression
and drying of tablets and capsules.

Brammer Bio is an experienced viral vector
CDMO supporting gene therapies, and is
focused on process and analytical development, and clinical and commercial supply.
With more than a decade of experience,
our 450-strong, highly skilled team has
managed over 100 client projects delivering
first-in-human clinical materials to accelerate our client’s products from the laboratory to patients in need. We work in close
collaboration with each client’s team to deliver successful programs.

For over 30 years, CRB USA has specialized in delivering high-quality bioprocess
facilities that are safe, reliable and sustainable. CRB provides services across the
entire project life cycle, from conceptual
design through preliminary and detailed
design, construction, commissioning and
validation. The company has more than
900 employees across 14 offices and hundreds of project locations around the
world. CRB offers a range of services from
packaging solutions, fill/finish design and
aseptic processing to operations improvement solutions.

Servier provides fully integrated manufacturing and supply chain services for small
molecules and drug product, from development and clinical supply up to commercial
launch. Servier includes a worldwide footprint with eleven state-of-the-art facilities,
a proven track record in chemical synthesis,
pharmaceutical formulation, development
and manufacturing, and a complete range
of services offering full flexibility. Services
include process and analytical development, pilot production and industrial scale
production, and a regulatory dossier, in collaboration with the Servier network.

UPM Pharmaceuticals is a Bristol, TN–
based independent drug-development and
contract manufacturer serving the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. The
company provides pharmaceutical drug
development services — including formulation development, cGMP manufacturing, analytical methods development and
stability testing — from concept to commercialization. UPM’s focus is on drug
development for dosages with oral routes
of administration, in solid dosage forms
such as capsules and tablets, and semisolid
creams and ointments.

www.avara.com

www.brammerbio.com

www.crbusa.com

www.servier-cdmo.com

www.upm-inc.com

+1 203 683 8024

+1 386 418 8199

+1 816 880 9800

+33 1 55 72 60 00

+1 423 989 8000

401 Merritt 7

250 Binney Street

1251 NW Briarcliff Parkway, Suite 500

50 Rue Carnot

501 5th Street

Norwalk, CT 06851

Cambridge, MA 02142

Kansas City, MO 64116

92284 Suresnes, France

Bristol, TN 37620

For more than 50 years, Federal Equipment Company has been a trusted equipment supplier to the pharmaceutical,
chemical and plastics industries. With
thousands of pieces of inventory in stock,
Federal Equipment is dedicated to providing customers with immediate access to
quality used equipment at competitive
prices. Additionally, Federal Equipment offers a complete array of investment recovery and asset disposition services, including appraisals, auctions and liquidations,
equipment purchase and removal, as well
as consignment sales to dispose of idle and
surplus equipment.

Hovione is an international company
with over 50 years’ experience in the development and compliant manufacture
of active pharmaceutical ingredients and
drug product intermediates. With four
FDA-inspected sites in the U.S., China,
Ireland and Portugal and development
laboratories in Lisbon and New Jersey,
the company focuses on the most demanding customers in the most regulated markets. The company also offers branded pharmaceutical customers
services for the development and
compliant manufacture of innovative
new drugs, and is able to support highly potent compounds.

Marken maintains the leading position
for direct-to-patient services and biological sample shipments, and offers a stateof-the-art GMP-compliant depot network
and logistic hubs worldwide. Marken’s staff
members manage 50,000 drug and biological shipments every month at all temperature ranges in more than 150 countries.
Additional services such as biological kit
production, ancillary material sourcing,
storage and distribution, and shipment
lane qualifications — as well as GDP, regulatory and compliance consultancy — add to
Marken’s unique position in the pharma and
logistics industry.

www.fedequip.com

www.hovione.com

www.marken.com

+1 800 652 2466

+1 609 918 2600

+1 800 627 5361

8200 Bessemer Avenue

40 Lake Drive

1009 Slater Road, Suite 120

Cleveland, OH 44127

East Windsor, NJ 08520

Durham, NC 27703
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Almac Sciences
Colorcon
PCI Synthesis
Cambrex High Point
Snapdragon Chemistry, Inc.
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DELIVERING
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THROUGH
RESEARCH
INDUSTRY DATA
• Responding to specific queries
• Analysis and projections
• Relevant industry trends
• Transparent insight exchange
• Efficiently outsourced with FTE

DEFINED SUCCESS
• Informed product strategy
• First-to-market
• New indications
• Better patient experience
• Market penetration/revenue

YOUR SCIENCE
• Advancement requires support
• Essential market research
• Find the right partner
• Research leading technologies
• Evaluate dosage forms

ENGAGE US FOR
FTE RESEARCH SERVICES
+1 212 366 4455

www.NiceInsight.com

